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UNCLASSIFIED
A-10 (AIRCRAFT)


A3 SEE ARMOR-ANTIARMOR

AAC SEE ARMY ACQUISITION CORPS (AAC)

AAFES SEE ARMY AND AIR FORCE EXCHANGE SERVICE (AAFES)

AAHS-M SEE ADVANCED ANTITANK WEAPON SYSTEM--MEDIUM (AAHS-M)

ABDU SEE AVIATION BATTLE DRESS UNIFORM (ABDU)

ABORTION


ABRAMS M1 (TANK)

ACTIVE DUTY DEPENDENTS DENTAL PLAN--COSTS


ACTIVE DUTY DEPENDENTS DENTAL PLAN--RESERVE COMPONENTS


ADMINISTRATIVE CAREERS WITH AMERICA (ACWA)
ADMINISTRATIVE SPECIALIST (MILITARY OCCUPATIONAL SPECIALTY)

ADVANCED ANTITANK WEAPON SYSTEM-MEDIUM (AAWS-M)

ADVANCED COMBAT RIFLE (ACR)

ADVANCED FIELD ARTILLERY SYSTEM (AFAS)

ADVANCED MISSILE SYSTEM-HEAVY (AMS-H)
Tight budgets may force Army to retain "JW. Army Times; June 4, 1990; 50(43): p. 27.

AFAS SEE ADVANCED FIELD ARTILLERY SYSTEM (AFAS)

AFLOAT PREPOSITIONING FORCE SHIPS (APFS)

AGENT ORANGE-CLAIMS
AGENT ORANGE--DISABILITY BENEFITS


AGENT ORANGE--RESEARCH


AGENT ORANGE--RESEARCH--APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES

Millions wasted on Agent Orange studies, report says. Army Times; Nov. 19, 1990; 51(16): p. 76.

AGILE WARRIOR (MANEUVERS)


AGS  SEE  ARMORED GUN SYSTEM (AGS)

AH-1 (HELICOPTER)--ACCIDENTS


AH-64 (HELICOPTER)


AH-64 (HELICOPTER)--ACCIDENTS


AN-64 (HELICOPTER)--EUROPE


AN-64 (HELICOPTER)--ROTOR BLADES


AN-64 (HELICOPTER)--SAUDI ARABIA


AN-64 (HELICOPTER)--TRAINING


AIDS (DISEASE)


Martin Gaffney has been through hell. Army Times; June 18, 1990; 50(45): p. 8.


AIDS (DISEASE) AND CHILDREN


AIDS (DISEASE)--COURTS DECISIONS


AIDS (DISEASE)--LAW AND LEGISLATION

AIDS (DISEASE)--TESTING


AIR ATTACK ACTION PLAN


AIR DEFENSE


AIR DEFENSE ANTITANK SYSTEM (ADATS)


AIR DEFENSE ANTITANK SYSTEM (ADATS)--RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT


AIR DEFENSE MODERNIZATION PLAN


AIRBORNE ADVERSE WEATHER SYSTEM  SEE  LONGBOW RADAR-MISSILE SYSTEM

AIRBORNE OPTICAL COUNTERMEASURES

AIRBORNE TROOPS--ANNIVERSARIES, ETC.


AIRBORNE TROOPS--MEDICAL PERSONNEL--ENLISTED PERSONNEL


AIRBORNE TROOPS--NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICERS--RECRUITING, ENLISTMENT, ETC.


AIRCRAFT

NASC research team receives OK. Army Times; June 11, 1990; 50(44): p. 31.

AIRCRAFT ACCIDENTS SEE AVIATION--ACCIDENTS

AIRCRAFT, FIXED WING--NATIONAL TRAINING CENTER (NTC), FORT IRWIN, CA

Shot down: The NTC's fixed-wing air support won't fly unless integrated into a fair scoring system. Army Times; July 16, 1990; 50(49): p. 21.

AIRLAND BATTLE


AIRLAND BATTLE FUTURE


AIRCRAFT

ALASKA--TOUR OF DUTY


ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES--PROHIBITION--SAUDI ARABIA


ALL SOURCE ANALYSES SYSTEMS (ASAS)


AMS-H SEE Advanced Missile System-Heavy (AMS-H)

AMSC SEE Army Management Staff College (AMSC)

AN-PVS-7B (NIGHT VISION GOGGLES)--ACCIDENTS


ANTISATELLITE (ASAT) WEAPONS


Crushing the competition: Weapon would wreck satellites without leaving trail of debris in orbit. Army Times; Nov. 12, 1990; 51(15): p. 27.

ANTITANK MISSILES


ANTITANK MISSILES--TESTING

ANTITANK WEAPONS

APACHE SEE AH-64 (HELICOPTER)

APACHE TACTICAL ATTACK COMPETITION (ATAC)--FORT RUCKER, AL

APFS SEE AFLOAT PREPOSITIONING FORCE SHIPS (APFS)

APPOINTMENTS AND ASSIGNMENTS

APPOINTMENTS AND ASSIGNMENTS--COMMAND SERGEANTS MAJOR

APPOINTMENTS AND ASSIGNMENTS--DEFENSE DEPARTMENT

APPOINTMENTS AND ASSIGNMENTS--NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICERS

APPOINTMENTS AND ASSIGNMENTS--NON-DEPLOYABLE PERSONNEL

APPOINTMENTS AND ASSIGNMENTS--OFFICERS
APPOINTMENTS AND ASSIGNMENTS--RESERVE COMPONENTS


APPOINTMENTS AND ASSIGNMENTS--RESERVE OFFICER TRAINING CORPS (ROTC)


APPOINTMENTS AND ASSIGNMENTS--TELEPHONE SERVICE


APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES


APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES--CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICTS


APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES--DEFENSE DEPARTMENT


Budget-cutting proves to be an all-around tough job. Army Times; Apr. 23, 1990; 50(37): p. 10.


Cheney buys time in budget bargain. Army Times; June 18, 1990; 50(45): p. 3.


Cheney will recommend bill be signed; 'critical' manpower is preserved. Army Times; Nov. 5, 1990; 51(14): p. 18.


Did merely explaining 25 percent cut turn it into reality? Army Times; July 9, 1990; 50(48): p. 3.


Pentagon may switch funds to personnel on its own. Army Times; Apr. 9, 1990; 50(35): p. 12.


Plan will cut Army helicopter spending in half. Army Times; May 7, 1990; 50(39): p. 31.


Spending struggle continues. Army Times July 30, 1990; 50; 51(p. 4).


APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES—RESERVE COMPONENTS


ARABIC LANGUAGE—STUDY AND TEACHING


ARMED FORCES BENEFITS AND AID ASSOCIATION, SAN DIEGO, CA


ARMED FORCES RECREATION CENTER, FORT DERUSSY, HI


ARMED FORCES RECREATION CENTER, SEOUL, KOREA


ARMED FORCES, AMERICAN—TRAINING


ARMED FORCES—COOPERATION


ARMED FORCES—POLITICAL ACTIVITY


ARMED FORCES—PUBLIC OPINION

Teens: The Army is the pits... Army Times; July 30, 1990; 50(51): p. 16.

ARMED FORCES—RESTRUCTURING

ARMED FORCES--TRAINING


ARMED FORCES--WEAPONS--RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT


ARMED SERVICES BLOOD PROGRAM


ARMOR


ARMOR-ANTIARMOR (A3)


ARMORED GUN SYSTEM (AGS)


ARMORED SYSTEMS MODERNIZATION (ASM)


New armor program may be delayed. Army Times; Apr. 23, 1990; 50(37): p. 27.


ARMORED SYSTEMS MODERNIZATION (ASM)--APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES

ARMORED VEHICLES


ARMORED VEHICLES--PROCUREMENT

New armor program may be delayed. Army Times; Apr. 23, 1990; 50(37): p. 27.

ARMS CONTROL--HELICOPTERS


ARMS SALES, AMERICAN


ARMS SALES, AMERICAN--SAUDI ARABIA


ARMS SALES, EASTERN EUROPE


ARMS SALES, SOVIET UNION


ARMY ACQUISITION CORPS (AAC)


ARMY AND AIR FORCE EXCHANGE SERVICE (AAFES)


ARMY AVIATION MODERNIZATION PLAN

Plan will cut Army helicopter spending in half. Army Times; May 7, 1990; 50(39): p. 31.

ARMY CAREER SATISFACTION SURVEY


ARMY CHESS CHAMPIONSHIP, 1990, FORT BELVOIR, VA


ARMY CIVILIAN TRAINING, EDUCATION AND DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM (ACTEDS)


ARMY COMMUNITIES OF EXCELLENCE--FORT SILL, OK


ARMY DATA DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS (ADDS)--APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES


ARMY MANAGEMENT REVIEW


ARMY MANAGEMENT STAFF COLLEGE (AMSC)

ARMY MORTAR PLAN

Army’s mortar plan comes under industry fire. Army Times; Feb. 12, 1990; 50(27): p. 34.

ARMY PARACHUTE TEAM SEE GOLDEN KNIGHTS ARMY PARACHUTE TEAM

ARMY RESERVE COMMAND


ARMY RESERVE PERSONNEL CENTER (ARPERCEN)--HANDBOOKS AND MANUALS


ARMY TACTICAL COMMAND AND CONTROL SYSTEM (ATCCS)


ARMY TIMES (NEWSPAPER)


ARMY--CONTINGENCY OPERATIONS


ARMY--DOCTRINE


ARMY--MISSION

ARMY--ORGANIZATION


ARMY--PLANNING


ARMY--QUALITY OF LIFE


ARMY-RESERVE PERSONNEL CENTER (ARPERCEN) SEE ARMY RESERVE PERSONNEL CENTER (ARPERCEN)

ARMON--GERMANY


ARTICLE FIFTEEN SEE UNIFORM CODE OF MILITARY JUSTICE--ARTICLE FIFTEEN

ARTILLERY--DRILL AND TACTICS--SAUDI ARABIA


ARTILLERY--RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT


ASAS SEE ALL SOURCE ANALYSES SYSTEM (ASAS)

ASAT SEE ANTISATELLITE (ASAT) WEAPONS
ASH SEE ARMOURED SYSTEMS MODERNIZATION (ASM)

ATAC SEE APACHE TACTICAL ATTACK COMPETITION (ATAC)

ATCCS SEE ARMY TACTICAL COMMAND AND CONTROL SYSTEM (ATCCS)

ATWOOD, DONALD J., 1924-


AUTOMOBILES--OVERSEAS SHIPMENT--KOREA


AUTOMOBILES--POLLUTION CONTROL DEVICES


AUTOVON


AVENGER PEDESTAL MOUNTED STINGER (MISSILE)


AVIATION BATTLE DRESS UNIFORM (ABDU)

AVIATION COMBINED ARMS TACTICAL PROGRAM  SEE  SIMULATION AND SIMULATORS TRAINING

AVIATION--ACCIDENTS


AVIATION--ACCIDENTS--GANDER, NEWFOUNDLAND, 1985


AWARDS, MILITARY


AMHS  SEE  LONGBOW RADAR-MISSILE SYSTEM

BAGGAGE ALLOWANCE


BALANCED TECHNOLOGY INITIATIVE (BTI)

BTI to focus on services' needs. Army Times; Feb. 26, 1990; 50(29): p. 25.

BANDS (MUSIC)--APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES

BARRACKS AND QUARTERS--APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES


BASIC ALLOWANCE FOR QUARTERS (BAQ)


BASIC NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICER COURSE (BNCOC)


BASKETBALL


BATTLE COMMAND TRAINING PROGRAM (BCTP)


BATTLE STAFF COURSE SEE NCO BATTLE STAFF COURSE

BCTP SEE BATTLE COMMAND TRAINING PROGRAM (BCTP)

BEAR SEE BONUS EXTENSION AND RETAINING (BEAR) PROGRAM

BERETS

BERLIN WALL, 1961-1989

BILL NICHOLS BEST ARMY COMMISSARY AWARDS PROGRAM

BLACK HAWK (HELICOPTER) SEE UH-60 (HELICOPTER)

BLACKMARKETS--THAILAND--SPECIAL FORCES

BLACKS IN THE ARMY--HISTORY

BLUE RIBBON SCHOOLS PROGRAM, 1989-1990

BNCOC SEE BASIC NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICER COURSE (BNCOC)

BODY SIZE--MUSCLE STRENGTH

BOESELAGER COMPETITION, GERMANY

BONUS EXTENSION AND RETAINING (BEAR) PROGRAM
BONUSES

BONUSES, REENLISTMENT SEE SELECTIVE REENLISTMENT BONUS (SRB)

BONUSES--MEDICAL CORPS

BONUSES--PHYSICIANS

BOXING

BRADLEY FIGHTING VEHICLE

BRADLEY FIGHTING VEHICLE--MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR--PANTYHOSE

BRIGGS, CLARENCE E., III

BROWN TREE SNAKE SEE SNAKES--GUAM

BRYAN, ROBERTO ENRIQUE, 1947
Bachi SEE BALANCED TECHNOLOGY INITIATIVE (BTI)

Buchenwald (Concentration Camp)


Budget SEE APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES

Buffalo Soldiers SEE BLACKS IN THE ARMY--HISTORY

Bulgaria--Military Policy


Bush, George Herbert Walker, Pres., 1924--Military Policy


Byron, Beverly B., 1932-


C-141 (Aircraft)--Accidents


C3 SEE COMMAND, CONTROL AND COMMUNICATIONS (C3)
C3I SEE COMMAND, CONTROL, COMMUNICATIONS AND INTELLIGENCE (C3I)

CAM SEE CATCHMENT AREA MANAGEMENT (CAM)

CAMERA SYSTEMS SEE ELECTRONIC FILMLESS CAMERA SYSTEMS

CAMERAS


CAREER SATISFACTION SURVEY SEE ARMY CAREER SATISFACTION SURVEY

CAS SEE CLOSE AIR SUPPORT (CAS)

CATCHMENT AREA MANAGEMENT (CAM)

CHAMPUS cost curbs may have opposite effect. Army Times; Nov. 26, 1990; 51(17): p. 11.

CAVALRY CUP, 1990


CDTF SEE CHEMICAL DECONTAMINATION TRAINING FACILITY (CDTF), FORT MC CLELLAN, AL

CENSUS


CENTER OF MASS RATING  SEE  OFFICER EVALUATION REPORTS (OER)

CEREBRAL PALSY--SUITS AND CLAIMS


CFC  SEE  CHLOROFLUOROCARBONS (CFC)

CFC  SEE  CONVENTIONAL FORCES EUROPE (CFE)

CH-47 (HELICOPTER)--ACCIDENTS--FORT CAMPBELL, KY


CH-47D (HELICOPTER)--ACCIDENTS


CH-47D (HELICOPTER)--MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR


CHAMPUS

CHAMPUS cost curbs may have opposite effect. Army Times; Nov. 26, 1990; 51(17): p. 11.


Separation package may include medical 'cushion'. Army Times; Apr. 9, 1990; 50(35): p. 3.

CHAMPUS (SUPPLEMENT)


CHAMPUS EXTRA


CHAMPUS PRIME


CHAMPUS--APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES


CHAMPUS--BENEFITS


CHAMPUS--CHIROPRACTIC TREATMENT

CHAMPUS--COSTS

Accord protects people, Champus. Army Times; June 18, 1990; 50(45): p. 3.


CHAMPUS sick again--and just about broke. Army Times; May 21, 1990; 50(41): p. 3.


Fee increase may offset high CHAMPUS costs. Army Times; July 16, 1990; 50(49): p. 3.


CHAMPUS--HISTORY


CHAMPUS--MENTAL HEALTH CARE

CHAMPUS--RESERVE COMPONENTS


CHAMPUS--RULES AND REGULATIONS


CHAMPUS--RULES AND REGULATIONS--ABORTION


CHCS SEE COMPOSITE HEALTH CARE SYSTEM (CHCS)

CHEMICAL DECONTAMINATION TRAINING FACILITY (CDTF), FORT MC CLELLAN, AL


CHEMICAL WARFARE--CASUALTIES--TREATMENT


CHEMICAL WARFARE--DECONTAMINATION


CHEMICAL WARFARE--TRAINING--GERMAN ARMY


CHEMICAL WEAPONS--DISPOSAL


CHESS CHAMPIONSHIP  SEE  ARMY CHESS CHAMPIONSHIP

CHINA (TABLEWARE)--LEAD CONTENT


CHLOROFLUOROCARBONS (CFC)


CHRISTIAN SECTS


CIB  SEE  COMBAT INFANTRYMAN BADGE (CIB)

CITADEL, CHARLESTON, SC--RULES AND REGULATIONS


CIVIL SERVICE RETIREMENT--COST OF LIVING ADJUSTMENT (COLA)


CIVIL SERVICE RETIREMENT--DUAL COMPENSATION


CIVIL SERVICE--HIRING FREEZE

CIVIL SERVICE--INTERNS


CIVILIAN OCCUPATION LABOR MARKET INFORMATION


CLOSE AIR SUPPORT (CAS)


CLOSE AIR SUPPORT (CAS)--NATIONAL TRAINING CENTER (NTC), FORT IRWIN, CA

Shot down: The NTC's fixed-wing air support won't fly unless integrated into a fair scoring system. Army Times; July 16, 1990; 50(49): p. 21.

CLOSE COMBAT TACTICAL TRAINER SEE SIMULATION AND SIMULATORS TRAINING

CLOTHING ALLOWANCE


CMTC SEE COMBAT MANEUVER TRAINING CENTER (CMTC), Hohenfels, Germany

CMV SEE COUNTER MOBILITY VEHICLE (CMV)

COBRA EYE SEE OPTICAL AIRCRAFT MEASUREMENTS PROGRAM (COBRA EYE)
COHESION OPERATIONAL READINESS AND TRAINING (COHORT)

COHORT to be scaled down, evaluated. Army Times; Apr. 9, 1990; 50(35): p. 4.

COHORT SEE COHESION OPERATIONAL READINESS AND TRAINING (COHORT)

COLA SEE COST OF LIVING ADJUSTMENT (COLA)

COLLEGE TUITION...OVERPAYMENTS


COMBAT INFANTRYMAN BADGE (CIB)


COMBAT MANEUVER TRAINING CENTER (CMTC), HOHENFELS, GERMANY


COMBAT READINESS


COMMAND, CONTROL AND COMMUNICATIONS (C3)--APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES

C3 programs may be hit by NATO cutbacks. Army Times; June 25, 1990; 50(46): p. 36.

COMMAND, CONTROL, COMMUNICATIONS AND INTELLIGENCE (C3I)


COMMISSARIES


COMMISSARIES--CONSOLIDATION


COMMISSARIES--RULES AND REGULATIONS--RESERVE COMPONENTS


COMMISSARY AGENCY, DEFENSE SEE DEFENSE COMMISSARY AGENCY

COMMISSARY AWARDS PROGRAM SEE BILL NICHOLS BEST ARMY COMMISSARY AWARDS PROGRAM

COMMISSARY PRIVILEGE CARD--RESERVE COMPONENTS


COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS


COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS, MOBILE


COMMUNITIES OF EXCELLENCE SEE ARMY COMMUNITIES OF EXCELLENCE

COMPOSITE HEALTH CARE SYSTEM (CHCS)


**COMPUTER PROGRAMS--SOFTWARE**

Chronic software ills turn weapons into 'scrap metal'. Army Times; Apr. 23, 1990; 50(37): p. 28.

**COMPUTER VIRUSES**


**COMPUTER VIRUSES--SECURITY MEASURES**


**COMPUTERS--MEDICAL USE**


**COMPUTERS--RESERVE COMPONENTS**


**COMPUTERS--SECURITY MEASURES**


**CONDITIONAL VOLUNTARY INDEFINITE-REGULAR ARMY (CVI-RA) BOARD**


**CONGRESS**


**CONGRESS--ELECTIONS**

CONGRESS--MILITARY POLICY


CONGRESS--PERSIAN GULF REGION--MILITARY POLICY


CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICTS


CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICTS--WSUS


CONVENTIONAL FORCES EUROPE (CFE)


CONVENTIONAL FORCES EUROPE (CFE)--USSR


CONVENTIONAL FORCES EUROPE (CFE)--U. S.


COPE SEE CULTURAL ORIENTATION PROGRAM FOR EXERCISES (COPE)
CORPS SURFACE-TO-AIR MISSILE (CORPSAM)


CORPSAM SEE CORPS SURFACE-TO-AIR MISSILE (CORPSAM)

COSMETIC SURGERY


COST OF LIVING ADJUSTMENT (COLA)


COLA may be capped at 4.5%. Army Times; Oct. 22, 1990; 51(12): p. 8.

Delay in 3.5 percent raise possible. Army Times; Sept. 24, 1990; 51(8): p. 3.


COST OVERRUNS—NAVY


COUNTER MOBILITY VEHICLE (CMV)


COURT OF MILITARY APPEALS


COURTS-MARTIAL AND COURTS OF INQUIRY--FRAUD

COURTS-MARTIAL AND COURTS OF INQUIRY--JUDGEMENTS

COURTS-MARTIAL AND COURTS OF INQUIRY--MURDER

COURTS-MARTIAL AND COURTS OF INQUIRY--RAPE

COX, ROBERT CRAIG, 1960-

CRACK (COCAINE)--GERMANY

CREDIT UNIONS
CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION--PERSONNEL RECORDS

Lawmakers: records should be cleared of allegations. Army Times; Apr. 9, 1990; 50(35): p. 18.

CRYSEL, JAMES W. 1937-


CULTURAL ORIENTATION PROGRAM FOR EXERCISES (COPE)


CVI-RA SEE CONDITIONAL VOLUNTARY INDEFINITE-REGULAR ARMY (CVI-RA) BOARD

DAGOWITS SEE DEFENSE ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON WOMEN IN THE SERVICES (DACOWITS)

DANGER PAY SEE IMMINENT DANGER PAY

DAVID E. GRANGE, JR. BEST RANGER COMPETITION


DAY CARE CENTERS


DAY CARE CENTERS--APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES


DAY CARE CENTERS--CONSTRUCTION--APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES

DAY CARE CENTERS--EMPLOYEES--PAY, ALLOWANCES, ETC.


DAZER (LASER)


DEATH GRATUITY

Proposal to increase death gratuity shelved. Army Times; May 7, 1990; 50(39): p. 16.

DEBIT CARDS--COMMISSARIES


DECONTAMINATION SOLUTION 2 (DS2)


DECONTAMINATION--CHEMICAL WARFARE--TRAINING

Elite force has been trained for chemical war. Army Times; Aug. 27, 1990; 51(3): p. 61.

DEERS

SEE DEFENSE ELIGIBILITY ENROLLMENT REPORTING SYSTEM (DEERS)

DEFENSE ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON WOMEN IN THE SERVICES (DACOWITS)


DEFENSE ATTACHE SYSTEM--RECRUITING, ENLISTMENT, ETC.--NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICERS


DEFENSE COMMISSARY AGENCY--DIRECTOR

DEFENSE CONTRACTS--APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES

Keeping the production lines warm. Army Times; June 18, 1990; 50(65): p. 28.

DEFENSE CONTRACTS--ARMY


DEFENSE CONTRACTS--PENTAGON


DEFENSE DEPARTMENT--DEFENSE INTELLIGENCE AGENCY--REORGANIZATION


DEFENSE DEPARTMENT--EMPLOYEES--DISMISSAL


DEFENSE DEPARTMENT--FOREIGN OFFICE--TOKYO


DEFENSE DEPARTMENT--MILITARY POLICY


DEFENSE DEPARTMENT--PROCUREMENT


DEFENSE DEPARTMENT--REPORTS


DEFENSE ELIGIBILITY ENROLLMENT REPORTING SYSTEM (DEERS)

DEFENSE FINANCE AND ACCOUNTING SERVICE

DEFENSE MANAGEMENT IMPROVEMENT ACT
Congress and the Pentagon must cooperate. Army Times; Apr. 16, 1990; 50(36): p. 3.

DEFENSE MANAGEMENT REVIEW (DMR)

DEFENSE OFFICER PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT ACT (DOPMA), 1990

DEFENSE OFFICER PROMOTION PROGRAM

DEFENSE REPORTS REDUCTION ACT, 1990

DEFENSE SWITCHED NETWORK (DSN)

DEFICIT REDUCTION

DELAWARE BEACH RECREATION AREA, DE

DENTAL CORPS--OFFICERS--CAREER STATUS
Dental Plan See Active Duty Dependents Dental Plan

Department of Defense Dependent Schools (DoDDS)--Appropriations and Expenditures


DoDDS school expenses to top $1 billion in '91. Army Times; Feb. 12, 1990; 50(27): p. 16.

Department of Defense Dependent Schools (DoDDS)--Ratings


Department of Defense Dependent Schools (DoDDS)--Schedules


DoDDS may shave 1-2 weeks off school year. Army Times; Sept. 17, 1990; 51(7): p. 20.

Department of Defense Dependent Schools (DoDDS)--Scholastic Aptitude Tests


Department of Defense Dependent Schools (DoDDS)--Teachers


Department of Defense Dependent Schools (DoDDS)--Teachers--Pay, Allowances, Etc.

Army, DoDDS teachers go to the mat on pay. Army Times; June 11, 1990; 50(44): p. 22.

Dependents--Dental Care--Costs


Deployment Doctrine

DESSERT BATTLE UNIFORM SEE UNIFORMS--DESERT CAMOUFLAGE

DESSERT FIRE, 1990 (CONFERENCE)


DESSERT WARFARE


DESSERT WARFARE--TACTICS


DESSERT WARFARE--TRAINING--HANDBOOKS, MANUALS, ETC.


DESERTION


DEVELOPING COUNTRIES--ARMED FORCES

Armed, yes, but are they dangerous? Army Times; May 14, 1990; 50(40): p. 27.

DEVELOPING COUNTRIES--MISSILES


DEVELOPING COUNTRIES--WEAPONS

Sophisticated arms in third world change nature of threat to U. S. Army Times; May 28, 1990; 50(42): p. 34.
DIALYSIS UNIT, BROOKE ARMY MEDICAL CENTER, SAN ANTONIO, TX

DIAMONDS--POST EXCHANGES

DINING FACILITIES--SURCHARGE

DISABLED TRANSITION ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

DIVORCE--FINANCIAL SETTLEMENTS
Court finds ex-spouses act constitutional. Army Times; Aug. 6, 1990; 50(52): p. 16.

DMR SEE DEFENSE MANAGEMENT REVIEW (DMR)

DODDS SEE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE DEPENDENT SCHOOLS (DODDS)

DOPMA SEE DEFENSE OFFICER PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT ACT (DOPMA), 1990

DRAFT SEE MILITARY SERVICE, COMPULSARY
DRAGON (MISSILE)--EVALUATION


DRILL SERGEANT OF THE YEAR, 1990


DRILL SERGEANT OF THE YEAR, 1990--COMPETITIONS


DRILL SERGEANTS--RECRUITING, ENLISTMENT, ETC.


DRONE AIRCRAFT


DRONE AIRCRAFT--ISRAEL


DROWNING


DRUG ABUSE--COURT DECISIONS


DRUG ABUSE--TESTING


**DRUG TRAFFIC, CONTROL OF—APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES**


**DRUG TRAFFIC, CONTROL OF—MILITARY INTERDICTION**


Drug ruling may have profound effect on military. Army Times; Jan. 15, 1990; 50(23): p. 18.


**DRUG TRAFFIC, CONTROL OF—MILITARY INTERDICTION—PANAMA**


**DRUG TRAFFIC, CONTROL OF—PRISONERS AND PRISONS—PACIFIC ISLANDS**


**DRUG TRAFFIC, CONTROL OF—RESERVE COMPONENTS—HELICOPTERS**


**DRUG TRAFFIC, CONTROL OF—TECHNOLOGY**


**DRUGS ABUSE—ARMED FORCES—GERMANY**

DRUNK DRIVING


DS2 SEE DECONTAMINATION SOLUTION 2 (DS2)

DSW SEE DEFENSE SWITCHED NETWORK (DSW)

DUAL-TRACK CAREER--OFFICERS


DUGAN, MICHAEL J., 1937-


EARLY RELEASE PROGRAM--OFFICERS

Deadline to apply for early release extended to June. Army Times; May 14, 1990; 50(40): p. 3.

EC SEE EUROPEAN COMMUNITY (EC)

EDUCATION, NON-MILITARY--FINANCE--RESERVE COMPONENTS


EDUCATION, NON-MILITARY--NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICERS


EDUCATION--IMPACT AID


EIGHTEENTH AIRBORNE CORPS, FORT BRAGG, NC


ELECTROMECHANICS--RESEARCH


ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT SEE EQUIPMENT, ELECTRONIC

ELECTRONIC FILMLESS CAMERA SYSTEMS


ELECTRONIC NEWSLETTERS SEE INFORMATION SYSTEMS

ELECTRONIC WARFARE


END OF THE WORLD CULT SEE CHRISTIAN SECTS

ENHANCED POSITION LOCATION AND REPORTING SYSTEM (EPLRS)


ENLISTED COMMISSIONING PROGRAM


ENLISTED PERSONNEL--BENEFITS

ENRICHMENT OPPORTUNITY PROGRAM  SEE  MILITARY ACADEMY, WEST POINT, NY--ENRICHMENT OPPORTUNITY PROGRAM

EPLRS  SEE  ENHANCED POSITION LOCATION AND INTEGRATION SYSTEM (EPLRS)

EQUIPMENT, ELECTRONIC--COSTS


EQUIPMENT, ELECTRONIC--PROCUREMENT


EQUIPMENT--IRAQ--HANDBOOKS, MANUALS, ETC.


ETHICS REFORM ACT, 1989


EUROPEAN COMMUNITY (EC)--DEFENSE POLICY


EVALUATION REPORTS


EXOCET (MISSILE)--IRAQ


FAADS  SEE  FORWARD AREA AIR DEFENSE SYSTEM (FAADS)
FACSIMILE TRANSMISSION--MILITARY USE--RULES AND REGULATIONS


FAMILY CARE PLAN


FAQ SEE FOREIGN AREA OFFICER (FAO)

FIBER OPTIC GUIDED MISSILE (FOG-M)


FIBER OPTIC GUIDED MISSILE (FOG-M)--TESTING

NLOS scores 8 of 16 in test. Army Times; Feb. 12, 1990; 50(27): p. 34.

FIGHTING VEHICLE INFANTRYMAN (MILITARY OCCUPATIONAL SPECIALTY)


FINANCE CENTERS SEE ALSO DEFENSE FINANCE AND ACCOUNTING SERVICE

FINANCE CENTERS--CONSOLIDATION


FINANCE, PERSONAL

FIRE EXTINGUISHING AGENTS


FIREPOWER CONTROL COURSE


FIRES--CASUALTIES--FORT BENJAMIN HARRISON, IN


FISHER HOUSE  SEE  WALTER REED ARMY MEDICAL CENTER

FLAGS--ARMED FORCES--STREAMERS


FLAGS--LAW AND LEGISLATION


FLIGHT SUIT  SEE  AVIATION BATTLE DRESS UNIFORM (ABDU)

FLINT KASERNE, BAD TOELZ, GERMANY--DEACTIVATION

When Army leaves Flint, it leaves history. Army Times; Nov. 12, 1990; 51(15): p. 16.

FOG-M  SEE  FIBER OPTIC GUIDED MISSILE (FOG-M)

FOOD STAMP PROGRAM

FOREIGN AREA OFFICER (FAO)


FOREIGN DUTY PAY


FOREST FIRES--WESTERN STATES


FORMS OF ADDRESS--ARMY


FORT MEAD RECREATION AREA, DE


FORT POLK, LA


FORT RILEY, KS--EXPANSION


FORT SILL, OK


FORTY-EIGHTH INFANTRY BRIGADE


FORWARD AREA AIR DEFENSE SYSTEM (FAADS)


FORWARD AREA AIR DEFENSE SYSTEM (FAADS)--APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES


FORWARD AREA AIR DEFENSE SYSTEM (FAADS)--RADIO


FOSS, JOHN W., 1933-


FRANKS, FREDERICK M., 1936-


FRATERNIZATION


FRAUD--DEFENSE CONTRACTS


FRAUD--ROYCE AEROSPACE MATERIAL CORPORATION


FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT


FUNCTIONAL AREAS--OFFICERS

4,000 captains assigned career fields. Army Times; Aug. 20, 1990; 51(2): p. 3.


FUNDED LEGAL EDUCATION PROGRAM

G. I. BILL OF RIGHTS, 1944--HISTORY

GALVIN, JOHN, 1929-

GAO SEE GOVERNMENT ACCOUNTING OFFICE (GAO)

GENERAL DYNAMICS CORPORATION--APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES

GERMANY--BORDER PATROLS

GERMANY--REUNIFICATION

GLENN, JOHN, 1921-

GOLDEN KNIGHTS ARMY PARACHUTE TEAM
GOLDEN KNIGHTS ARMY PARACHUTE TEAM--RECRUITING, ENLISTMENT, ETC.


GOVERNMENT ACCOUNTING OFFICE (GAO)--AUDIT--HELICOPTERS


GRAMM-RUDMAN ACT  SEE  APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES--DEFENSE DEPARTMENT

GRIEF COUNSELING

Friends said to have greatest healing effect. Army Times; May 7, 1990; 50(39): p. 22.

HALON GAS


HARMON INTERNATIONAL AVIATION AWARD


HARPY (DRONE AIRCRAFT)


HAWAII--TOUR OF DUTY


HAWK (MISSILE)--IRAQ

About-face: Western weapons are in Iraqi hands--now they may be aimed at their source. Army Times; Nov. 5, 1990; 51(14): p. 22.


HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES--DISPOSAL

Environmental cleanup costs may top $17 billion. Army Times; June 18, 1990; 50(45): p. 18.


HEALTH SERVICES COMMAND, FORT SAM HOUSTON, TX


HEALTH SERVICES COMMAND, FORT SAM HOUSTON, TX--COMMANDER


HEAVY ANTIARMOR WEAPONS INFANTRYMAN (MILITARY OCCUPATIONAL SPECIALTY)


HEAVY EXPANDED MOBILITY TACTICAL TRUCKS (HEMTT)--TIRES


HEAVY FORCE MODERNIZATION PLAN


HEAVY FORCE MODERNIZATION PLAN SEE ALSO ARMORED SYSTEMS MODERNIZATION (ASM)

HELICOPTERS

HELICOPTERS--ACCIDENTS


Material failure may have caused crash. Army Times; Aug. 27, 1990; 51(3): p. 2.


HELICOPTERS--ACCIDENTS--PANAMA


HELICOPTERS--ACCIDENTS--SAUDI ARABIA


HELICOPTERS--HISTORY


HELICOPTERS--MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

Army aircraft need better care, report says. Army Times; Nov. 12, 1990; 51(15): p. 27.

HELICOPTERS--MISSILES

Army may limit copter missiles. Army Times; May 28, 1990; 50(42): p. 34.


HELICOPTERS--PROCUREMENT

Plan will cut Army copter spending in half. Army Times; May 7, 1990; 50(39): p. 31.

Review may compel changes in copter fleet. Army Times; May 28, 1990; 50(42): p. 34.
HELIICOPTERS--RADIOS


HELIICOPTERS--SPECIAL OPERATIONS


HELIICOPTERS--SPECIAL OPERATIONS--PROCUREMENT


HELLFIRE (MISSILE)--PROCUREMENT


HELLFIRE (MISSILE)--TESTING


HEMTT SEE HEAVY EXPANDED MOBILITY TACTICAL TRUCKS (HEMTT)

HEPATITIS--PERSIAN GULF REGION


HM-65 (HELICOPTER)--COAST GUARD


HIGH MOBILITY MULTIPURPOSE WHEELED VEHICLES (HMMWV)--TIRES

HIP SEE HOWIETER IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM (HIP)

HMMWV SEE HIGH MOBILITY MULTIPURPOSE WHEELED VEHICLES (HMMWV)

HOLOCAUST (JEWISH), 1939-1945


HOMOSEXUALS


HOMOSEXUALS--RESERVE OFFICERS TRAINING CORPS (ROTC)


HOSPITALS


HOSPITALS--CONSTRUCTION

HOSPITALS--CONSTRUCTION--FORT BRAGG, NC


HOSPITALS--PATIENTS--DISCHARGES


HOUSING--APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES


HOUSING--COSTS


HOWITZER IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM (HIP)


HOWITZERS


HUEY SEE UH-1 (HELICOPTER)

HUNGARY--ARMED FORCES

HUSSEIN, SADDAM, 1937-

HYPERVELOCITY MISSILE (HVM) SEE KINETIC ENERGY MISSILE (KEM)

HYPERVELOCITY PHYSICS—RESEARCH

ILLEGITIMATE CHILDREN—WORLD WAR, 1939-1945

IMMINENT DANGER PAY—KUWAIT

IMMINENT DANGER PAY—LIBERIA

IMMINENT DANGER PAY—PHILIPPINE ISLANDS

IMMINENT THUNDER (MANEUVERS)—SAUDI ARABIA

IMPACT AID SEE EDUCATION—IMPACT AID

INCOME TAX
INCOME TAX--ALABAMA--REFUND

INCOME TAX--DEDUCTIONS

INCOME TAX--MARYLAND

INCOME TAX--PUERTO RICO

INCOME TAX--SAUDI ARABIA

INDIVIDUAL RETIREMENT ACCOUNTS (IRA)

INFANTRY SKILLS COMPETITION, 1990--GERMANY

INFANTRY--TRAINING

INFORMATION SYSTEMS

INITIAL-TERMINAL OCCUPANCY ALLOWANCE SEE MOVE-IN HOUSING ALLOWANCE (MIHA)
INSECTS--SAUDI ARABIA


INSIGNIA


INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY, AUSTIN, TX.


INSURANCE CRIMES


INSURANCE, LIFE--WAR RISKS


INSURANCE, UNEMPLOYMENT


INTELLIGENCE--AUTOMATION


INTERACTIVE VOICE RESPONSE SYSTEM (IVRS)


IN VOLUNTARY SEPARATIONS


Sharks circle separation pay plan. Army Times; June 18, 1990; 50(45): p. 3.


Variety of programs would ease transition to life as a civilian. Army Times; Apr. 9, 1990; 50(35): p. 3.

Vote nears to ease pain of separations. Army Times; May 21, 1990; 50(41): p. 3.

INVOLUNTARY SEPARATIONS--BENEFITS

Compromise bill has 'safety net' for separated soldiers. Army Times; Nov. 5, 1990; 51(14): p. 3.


Separation pay after six years included in transition plan. Army Times; Nov. 5, 1990; 51(14): p. 3.

INVOLUNTARY SEPARATIONS--COMMISSARY PRIVILEGES

Commissary access may be part of severance package. Army Times; Apr. 9, 1990; 50(35): p. 6.

INVOLUNTARY SEPARATIONS--ENLISTED PERSONNEL


Army: We must have full severance pay. Army Times; Apr. 23, 1990; 50(37): p. 3.

INVOLUNTARY SEPARATIONS--INSURANCE
Separation package may include medical 'cushion'. Army Times; Apr. 9, 1990; 50(35): p. 3.

INVOLUNTARY SEPARATIONS--MEDICAL CARE

INVOLUNTARY SEPARATIONS--NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICERS
MSgt. board meets. Army Times; Aug. 6, 1990; 50(52): p. 3.
Swift boot: Nearly 1,500 NCOs face the ax. Army Times; Mar. 5, 1990; 50(30): p. 3.

INVOLUNTARY SEPARATIONS--NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICERS--RESERVE COMPONENTS

INVOLUNTARY SEPARATIONS--OFFICERS

INVOLUNTARY SEPARATIONS--OFFICERS--REINSTATEMENT
INVOLUNTARY SEPARATIONS--OFFICERS--RESERVE COMPONENTS


INVOLUNTARY SEPARATIONS--PAY, ALLOWANCES, ETC.


INVOLUNTARY SEPARATIONS--SURVEYS


IRA SEE INDIVIDUAL RETIREMENT ACCOUNTS (IRA)

IRAN-IRAQ CONFLICT SEE IRAQ-IRAQ CONFLICT, 1980-1988

IRA--ARMED FORCES


IRA--ARMED FORCES--DEFENSES

Iraq's defense has held its ground before. Army Times; Aug. 27, 1990; 51(3): 14.

IRA--CHEMICAL warfare

Pentagon says Iraqi chemical threat is real. Army Times; Aug. 20, 1990; 51(2): p. 16.

IRA--TROOP DEPLOYMENT--KUWAIT


IRAQ-IRAQ CONFLICT, 1980-1988

IRAQ-IRAN CONFLICT, 1980-1988--IRAQI DEFENSE


ISEWINGER, JON


IVRS SEE INTERACTIVE VOICE RESPONSE SYSTEM (IVRS)

JAPAN--FOREIGN RELATIONS--THAILAND


JEEP SEE M151 (JEEP)

JOINT DOCTRINE


JOINT DUTY


JOINT DUTY--OFFICERS--EDUCATION


JOINT READINESS TRAINING CENTER (JRTC), FORT CHAFFEE, AR


JOINT SURVEILLANCE TARGET ATTACK RADAR SYSTEM (JSTARS)


Joulwan, George A., 1939-


JROTC SEE JUNIOR RESERVE OFFICER TRAINING CORPS (JROTC)

JRTC SEE JOINT READINESS TRAINING CENTER (JRTC), FORT CHAFFEE, AR

JSTARS SEE JOINT SURVEILLANCE TARGET ATTACK RADAR SYSTEM (JSTARS)

JUNIOR RESERVE OFFICER TRAINING CORPS (JROTC)


JUST CAUSE SEE PANAMA--AMERICAN INVASION, 1989-1990

KEEGAN, JOHN, 1935-


KEM SEE KINETIC ENERGY MISSILE (KEM)
KINETIC ENERGY MISSILE (KEM)

Crushing the competition: Weapon would wreck satellites without leaving trail of debris in orbit. Army Times; Nov. 12, 1990; 51(15): p. 27.


KINETIC ENERGY MISSILE (KEM)--TESTING


KIOWA SEE OH-58 (HELICOPTER)

KIOWA WARRIOR SEE OH-58D (HELICOPTER)

KOREA (NORTH)--FOREIGN RELATIONS--U. S.


KOREAN WAR VETERANS MEMORIAL, WASHINGTON, DC

Fighting to be remembered. Army Times; July 2, 1990; 50(47): p. 47.

KOREAN WAR, 1950-1953--CASUALTIES


KOREAN WAR, 1950-1953--MISSING IN ACTION

KUWAIT--IRAQI INVASION, 1990-1991


KUWAIT--IRAQI INVASION, 1990-1991--HOSTAGES

For Iraq's hostages exceptions are rare. Army Times; Nov. 12, 1990; 51(15): p. 22.

KUWAIT--IRAQI INVASION, 1990-1991--PUBLIC OPINION

'This will not be another Vietnam'. Army Times; Dec. 10, 1990; 51(19): p. 10.

LANCE (MISSILE)


LAND USE, MILITARY


LARCENY SEE THEFT

LASER WEAPONS


LASERS

LEADERSHIP


LEGAL EDUCATION PROGRAM

SEE FUNDED LEGAL EDUCATION PROGRAM

LEGION OF MERIT (AWARD)


LETTERKENNY ARMY DEPOT, PA


LN

SEE LIGHT HELICOPTER (LH)

LHX

SEE LIGHT HELICOPTER (LH)

LIC

SEE LOW INTENSITY CONFLICT (LIC)

LIGHT ARMORED VEHICLE (LAV)


LIGHT HELICOPTER PROJECT

LIGHT HELICOPTER (LH)
Panel says no to LH. Army Times; Oct. 1, 1990; 51(9): p. 28.

LIGHT HELICOPTER (LH)--APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES

LIGHT HELICOPTER (LH)--ARMAMENT

LIGHT HELICOPTER (LH)--AVIONICS

LIGHT HELICOPTER (LH)--COSTS

LIGHT HELICOPTER (LH)--DESIGN

LIGHT HELICOPTER (LH)--MAINTENANCE
LIGHT HELICOPTER (LH)--PROCUREMENT


LIGHT HELICOPTER (LH)--RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT


LINDSAY, JAMES J.


LINE OF SIGHT ANTITANK (LOSAT) WEAPON SYSTEM


LINGUISTS--RESERVE COMPONENTS SEE RESERVE COMPONENTS--LINGUIST UNIT

LITTLE BIRD SEE AH-6 (HELICOPTER)

LODGING-PLUS SEE TRAVEL PAY

LOGEX PO (EXERCISE)

LOGISTICS


LONGBOW RADAR-MISSILE SYSTEM


LOSAT SEE LINE OF SIGHT ANTITANK (LOSAT) WEAPON SYSTEM

LOW INTENSITY CONFLICT (LIC)

Beyond heavy: Broad support role proposed in Third World. Army Times; Mar. 26, 1990; 50(33): p. 27.

LUCK, GARY EDWARD, 1937-


LYME DISEASE


M109 (HOWITZER)


M109A6 (HOWITZER)

M151 (JEEP) -- ACCIDENTS


M1A1 BLOCK III SEE M1A3 MBT (TANK)

M1A1 MBT (TANK)


M1A1 MBT (TANK) -- APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES


M1A2 MBT (TANK)


M1A2: Saudis will have it, but will Americans. Army Times; Oct. 8, 1990; 51(10): p. 14.


M1A3 MBT (TANK)


M1A3 MBT (TANK)--PROCUREMENT


M1A3 MBT (TANK)--RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT


M551 (TANK)


Sheridans old, 'but they are still good tanks'. Army Times; Sept. 24, 1990; 51(8): p. 15.

MAC SEE MILITARY AILRLIFT COMMAND (MAC)

MAC ARTHUR LEADERSHIP AWARDS, 1990


MADIGAN ARMY MEDICAL CENTER, FORT LEWIS, WA--CONSTRUCTION


MAIL MANAGERS--WORKSHOPS


MALPRACTICE


MANAGEMENT STAFF COLLEGE  SEE ARMY MANAGEMENT STAFF COLLEGE (AMSC)

MANEUVER CONTROL SYSTEM (MCS)


MANEUVERS--FORT IRWIN, CA


MANEUVERS--FOURTH INFANTRY DIVISION, FORT CARSON, CO


MANEUVERS--SCHEDULES


MANPOWER REDUCTION


Did merely explaining 25 percent cut turn it into reality? Army Times; July 9, 1990; 50(48): p. 3.


MANPOWER REDUCTION.—ARMY


MANPOWER REDUCTION--ARMY--EUROPE

MANPOWER REDUCTION--ARMY--OFFICERS
5,000 officer slots will be gone by '92. Army Times; Feb. 19, 1990; 50(28): p. 3.

MANPOWER REDUCTION--ASIA

MANPOWER REDUCTION--CADET COMMAND

MANPOWER REDUCTION--CIVIL SERVICE

MANPOWER REDUCTION--LAW AND LEGISLATION

MANPOWER REDUCTION--MILITARY ACADEMY, WEST POINT, NY
MANPOWER REDUCTION--NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICERS


MANPOWER REDUCTION--NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY ORGANIZATION (NATO)


MANPOWER REDUCTION--OFFICER CANDIDATE SCHOOL (OCS)


MANPOWER REDUCTION--OFFICERS

Officer corps to be cut by 2,600. Army Times; July 9, 1990; 50(48): p. 10.

MANPOWER REDUCTION--RESERVE COMPONENTS


MANPOWER REDUCTION--RESERVE OFFICER TRAINING CORPS (ROTC)

MANPOWER REDUCTION--SERVICE ACADEMIES


MANPOWER REDUCTION--WOMEN

Women may have edge in drawdown. Army Times; Nov. 5, 1990; 51(14): p. 12.

MARINE AIR-GROUND TASK FORCE MASTER PLAN


MARINE CORPS--CONTINGENCY OPERATIONS


MARINE CORPS--MISSION


MARITIME PREPOSITIONING SHIPS (MPS)


MARS SEE MILITARY AFFILIATE RADIO SYSTEM (MARS)

MARSH, JOHN OTHO, JR., 1926-


MCS SEE MANEUVER CONTROL SYSTEM (MCS)
MEALS, OPERATIONAL READY TO EAT (MORE)


MEDICAL CARE


MEDICAL CARE--COSTS


MEDICAL CARE--FORT DRUM, NY


MEDICAL OFFICER RETENTION BONUS (MORE)


MEDICAL PERSONNEL--MOBILIZATION


MEDICAL PERSONNEL--RECRUITING, ENLISTMENT, ETC.

MEDICAL PERSONNEL--RESERVE COMPONENTS--REPLACEMENTS


MEDICAL PERSONNEL--TRAINING


MEDICAL SCHOOL--PENTAGON  SEE PENTAGON--MEDICAL SCHOOL

MERCHANT MARINE


MH-47 (HELICOPTER)


MH-47E (HELICOPTER)


MH-6OK (HELICOPTER)


MICROWAVES


MIHA  SEE MOVE-IN HOUSING ALLOWANCE (MIHA)

MILES  SEE MULTIPLE INTEGRATED LASER ENGAGEMENT SYSTEM (MILES)
MILITARY ACADEMY, WEST POINT, NY--BRANCH DESIGNATION

West Point seniors are branched. Army Times; Feb. 19, 1990; 50(28): p. 3.

MILITARY ACADEMY, WEST POINT, NY--ENRICHMENT OPPORTUNITY PROGRAM


MILITARY ACADEMY, WEST POINT, NY--FOOTBALL


MILITARY ACADEMY, WEST POINT, NY--GRADUATES


MILITARY ACADEMY, WEST POINT, NY--STUDENT EXCHANGE PROGRAMS--SOVIET UNION


MILITARY ACADEMY, WEST POINT, NY--WEIGHT LIFTING


MILITARY AFFILIATE RADIO SYSTEM (MARS)--MIDDLE EAST


MILITARY AIRLIFT COMMAND (MAC)--FLIGHTS


MILITARY ASSISTANCE, AMERICAN


MILITARY ASSISTANCE, AMERICAN--EGYPT

MILITARY ASSISTANCE, AMERICAN--ISRAEL


MILITARY BASES--DEACTIVATION

Closing bases to cost $1 billion; savings come later. Army Times; Feb. 12, 1990; 50(27): p. 16.

MILITARY BASES--DEACTIVATION--EUROPE


MILITARY BASES--DEACTIVATION--FAR EAST

DEVENS, MA

FORT DIX, NY

LAW AND LEGISLATION

PHILIPPINES

COALITION

CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS--APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES

CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS--CANCELLATIONS

CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS--GERMANY
MILITARY CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS--HAWAII


MILITARY DEPENDENTS--DENTAL CARE


MILITARY DEPENDENTS--MEDICAL CARE


MILITARY DEPENDENTS--MENTAL HEALTH CARE


MILITARY DEPENDENTS--TRAVEL


MILITARY DISCHARGE


MILITARY DISCHARGE--DRUG ABUSE


MILITARY EDUCATION--COSTS

MILITARY EDUCATION--NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICERS

1,100 to take Sgt. Maj. course. Army Times; Aug. 27, 1990; 51(3): p. 3.


NCOs considered for SMA. Army Times; May 21, 1990; 50(41): p. 4.


MILITARY EDUCATION--OFFICERS


MILITARY EDUCATION--OFFICERS--COMMAND AND STAFF COLLEGES

Command, staff students chosen. Army Times; Oct. 8, 1990; 51(10): p. 3.

MILITARY EDUCATION--SERVICE SCHOOLS AND WAR COLLEGES


MILITARY EDUCATION--SERVICE SCHOOLS AND WAR COLLEGES--CORRESPONDENCE COURSES

Staff college non-resident course important. Army Times; May 28, 1990; 50(42): p. 10.

MILITARY EDUCATION--SERVICE SCHOOLS AND WAR COLLEGES--MEDICAL OFFICERS

Medical professionals to be reviewed for staff college. Army Times; Mar. 5, 1990; 50(30): p. 4.

MILITARY EDUCATION--STUDY AND TEACHING


MILITARY IDENTIFICATION CARDS--RESERVE COMPONENTS


**MILITARY IDENTIFICATION CARDS--RESERVE COMPONENTS--COMMISARIES**


**MILITARY INVESTIGATIVE AGENCIES**


**MILITARY OCCUPATIONAL SPECIALTIES (MOS)--OFFICERS--SECONDARY SPECIALTIES**


**MILITARY OCCUPATIONAL SPECIALTIES (MOS)--RECLASSIFICATION**


**MILITARY POLICY**


**MILITARY SCHOOLS--FEMALE EXCLUSION**


**MILITARY SEALIFT COMMAND**


**MILITARY SERVICE, COMPULSARY--REGISTRATION**

MILITARY SPOUSE PREFERENCE


MILITARY STRATEGY--U. S.


MINES


MINORITIES


MISSILES

Army may limit helicopter missiles. Army Times; May 28, 1990; 50(42): p. 34.


MOBILE SUBSCRIBER EQUIPMENT (MSE)

MSE German testing mostly successful. Army Times; May 28, 1990; 50(42): p. 38.
MONTGOMERY GI BILL, 1984


MONTGOMERY GI BILL, 1984--CLAIMS


MONTGOMERY GI BILL, 1984--RESERVE COMPONENTS


MONTGOMERY GI BILL, 1984--RETIRED MILITARY PERSONNEL


MORALE, WELFARE AND RECREATION (MWR) ACTIVITIES--APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES


MORALE, WELFARE AND RECREATION (MWR) ACTIVITIES--CIVIL SERVICE--BENEFITS


MORALE, WELFARE AND RECREATION (MWR) ACTIVITIES--SALES


MORB SEE MEDICAL OFFICER RETENTION BONUS (MORB)

MORE SEE MEALS, OPERATIONAL READY TO EAT (MORE)

MORTARS (ORDNANCE)

Army's mortar plan comes under industry fire. Army Times; Feb. 12, 1990; 50(27): p. 34.
MOS SEE MILITARY OCCUPATIONAL SPECIALTIES (MOS)

MOS 11H SEE HEAVY ANTIARMOR WEAPONS INFANTRYMAN

MOVE-IN HOUSING ALLOWANCE (MIHA)

MOVING, HOUSEHOLD

MOVING, HOUSEHOLD--CHILDREN

MOVING, HOUSEHOLD--COSTS

MPS SEE MARITIME PREPOSITIONING SHIPS (MPS)

MSE SEE MOBILE SUBSCRIBER EQUIPMENT (MSE)
MULTIPLE INTEGRATED LASER ENGAGEMENT SYSTEM (MILES)

Shot down: The NTC’s fixed-wing air support won’t fly unless integrated into a fair scoring system. Army Times; July 16, 1990; 50(49): p. 21.

MUNITIONS--PROCUREMENT


MUNITIONS--RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT


MURDER--ABERDEEN PROVING GROUND, MD


MURDER--FLORIDA


MURDER--GERMANY


MWR SEE MORALE, WELFARE AND RECREATION (MWR) ACTIVITIES

NAMEPLATES--ARMY


NASA SEE NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION (NASA)
MASP SEE NATIONAL AEROSPACE PLANE (NASP)

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION (NASA)--ASTRONAUT CANDIDATE PROGRAM

NATIONAL AEROSPACE PLANE (NASP)--RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
MASP research team receives OK. Army Times; June 11, 1990; 50(44): p. 31.

NATIONAL AND COMMUNITY SERVICE ACT, 1990

NATIONAL DEFENSE UNIVERSITY--CURRICULUM
At War College: we need to turn the page. Army Times; June 18, 1990; 50(45): p. 12.

NATIONAL GUARD--ACCIDENTS

NATIONAL GUARD--APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES

NATIONAL GUARD--CIVILIAN EMPLOYEES

NATIONAL GUARD--COMBAT READINESS

NATIONAL GUARD--GEORGIA--FORTY-EIGHTH INFANTRY BRIGADE
NATIONAL GUARD--LAW AND LEGISLATION


NATIONAL GUARD--MISSION


NATIONAL GUARD--MOBILIZATION


NATIONAL GUARD--TRAINING--LAW AND LEGISLATION


NATIONAL SERVICE


NATIONAL TRAINING CENTER (NTC), FORT IRWIN, CA


NATIONAL WAR COLLEGE, WASHINGTON, DC--CURRICULUM

At War College: we need to turn the page. Army Times; June 18, 1990; 50(45): p. 12.

NATIONWIDE INSURANCE COMPANY, COLUMBUS, OH


Army Times


Army Times


Army Times

The newspaper that wouldn't go away. Army Times; May 21, 1990; 50(41): p. 8.
NIGHT VISION DEVICES


NIGHT VISION DEVICES--ACCIDENTS


NIGHT VISION GOGGLES  SEE  AN-PVS-7B (NIGHT VISION GOGGLES)

NLOS  SEE  FIBER OPTIC GUIDED MISSILE (FOGM)

NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICER EDUCATION SYSTEM (NCOES)

Deployed troops may get points in place of PLDC. Army Times; Dec. 24, 1990; 51(21): p. 3.

NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICER EVALUATION REPORTS (NCOER)


NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICER EVALUATION REPORTS (NCOER)--RESERVE COMPONENTS


NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICER LEADER DEVELOPMENT ACTION PLAN


NON-LINE-OF-SIGHT (NLOS)  SEE  FIBER OPTIC GUIDED MISSILE (FOGM)
NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY ORGANIZATION (NATO)--AIR DEFENSE


NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY ORGANIZATION (NATO)--APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES

C3 programs may be hit by NATO cutbacks. Army Times; June 25, 1990; 50(46): p. 36.

NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY ORGANIZATION (NATO)--BRIDGING EQUIPMENT


NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY ORGANIZATION (NATO)--MILITARY POLICY


NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY ORGANIZATION (NATO)--MILITARY STRATEGY


NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY ORGANIZATION (NATO)--TROOP DEPLOYMENT--GERMANY


NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY ORGANIZATION (NATO)--WEAPONS RESEARCH


NORTHWEST GUARDIAN (NEWSPAPER), FORT LEWIS, WA


The newspaper that wouldn't go away. Army Times; May 21, 1990; 50(41): p. 8.

NTC SEE NATIONAL TRAINING CENTER (NTC), FORT IRWIN, CA
NUCLEAR WEAPONS--SAFETY

NUNN, SAM, 1938-
And then there was Nunn. Army Times; July 30, 1990; 50(51): p. 22.

NURSE CORPS--RECRUITING, ENLISTMENT, ETC.

NURSE CORPS--TRAINING

NURSES AND NURSING--ANESTHETISTS

NURSES AND NURSING--EDUCATION

OER  SEE OFFICER EVALUATION REPORTS (OER)

OFFICER EVALUATION REPORTS (OER)
Crackdown on late OERs. Army Times; May 21, 1990; 50(41): p. 4.
OFFICER PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (OPMS II)


OFFICER RECORD BRIEF--MARITAL STATUS


OH-58 (HELICOPTER)--ACCIDENTS


OH-58B (HELICOPTER)--ACCIDENTS


OH-59D (HELICOPTER)


OHA OVERSEAS HOUSING ALLOWANCE (OHA)

OIL SPILLS--PRINCE WILLIAM SOUND, AK


LMSIEAD SCHOLAR PROGRAM


ONE HUNDRED NINETY-FOURTH ARMORED BRIGADE, FORT KNOX, KY

ONE HUNDRED SIXTEENTH AVIATION BATTALION


ONO, ALLEN KENJI, 1933-


OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991


OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--ACCIDENTS


OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--AERIAL RECONNAISSANCE


OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--AH-64 (HELICOPTER)


OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--AH-64 (HELICOPTER)--EVALUATION


OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--AIRLIFT


OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--APPOINTMENTS AND ASSIGNMENTS


OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES


OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--ARMED FORCES


OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--ARMED FORCES--COMBAT READINESS


OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--ARMED FORCES--GREAT BRITAIN


OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--ARMOR


Meridians old, 'but they are still good tanks'. Army Times; Sept. 24, 1990; 51(8): p. 15.
OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--ARMORED VEHICLES--MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--ARMY AND AIR FORCE EXCHANGE SERVICE (AAFES)

OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--ARMY EMERGENCY RELIEF (AER)

OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--AWARDS, MILITARY

OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--BASIC ALLOWANCE FOR SUBSISTENCE (BAS)--ENLISTED PERSONNEL

OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--BEER

OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--BENEFITS
Powell: 'We'll do as much as we think is right'. Army Times; Sept. 24, 1990; 51(8): p. 11.

OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--BLOOD

OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--CHEMICAL WARFARE--SAFETY MEASURES
OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--CHOCOLATE

OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--CHOLERA VACCINE

OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--CIGARETTES

OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--COSTS

OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--COUNTERMEASURES

OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--DEPLOYMENT
U.S. forces may be bound. Army Times; Nov. 5, 1990; 51(14): p. 16.
New deployment will take two months. Army Times; Nov. 19, 1990; 51(16): p. 74.
Reinforcements will build 'offensive option'. Army Times; Nov. 19, 1990; 51(16): p. 70.

OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--DOGS

OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--DONATIONS

OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--EIGHTY-SECOND AIRBORNE DIVISION
In the kill zone. Army Times; Sept. 24, 1990; 51(8): p. 4.

The XVIII's Luck: This 'is great antitank country'. Army Times; Sept. 17, 1990; 51(7): p. 12.

OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--EQUIPMENT


OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--EQUIPMENT--TRANSPORTATION


OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--FAMILY ASSISTANCE


OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--FAST SEALIFT SQUADRON


OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--FIRST ARMORED DIVISION--TRAINING


OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--FIRST CAVALRY DIVISION


OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--FIRST INFANTRY DIVISION (MECH)


OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--FOOTBALL--VIDEO TAPES

OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--FORTY-EIGHTH INFANTRY BRIGADE (MECH)

Guardsmen are first combat units called to Shield. Army Times; Nov. 19, 1990; 51(16): p. 16.


OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--FOURTH TACTICAL FIGHTER WING


OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--HELICOPTERS--ACCIDENTS


OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--IMMINENT DANGER PAY


OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--IMMUNE TAX


OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--INDIVIDUAL READY RESERVE (IRR)


OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--IN VOLUNTARY EXTENSIONS


OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--LEAVE


**OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--LEGAL SERVICES**


**OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--LOGISTICS**


**OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--M60A1 (TANK)**


**OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--MANEUVERS**


**OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--MARINE CORPS**


**OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--MARINE CORPS--FEMALE EXCLUSION**


**OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--MEDICAL CARE**


**OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--MEDICAL PERSONNEL**


**OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--MESSAGE CENTER**


**OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--MILITARY AIRLIFT COMMAND (MAC)--RESERVE COMPONENTS**


**OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--MILITARY DEPENDENTS**


**OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--MILITARY DEPENDENTS--ECONOMIC CONDITIONS**


**OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--MILITARY DEPENDENTS--HOUSING**


**OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--MILITARY DEPENDENTS--MEDICAL CARE**


**OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--MORALE**


The enemy, so far, has been boredom for deployed troops. Army Times; Aug. 27, 1990; 51(3): p. 18.


OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--MORALE, WELFARE AND RECREATION (MWR) ACTIVITIES


OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--MULTI-NATIONAL PARTICIPATION


OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--NIGHT FIGHTING

In desert heat, night operations 'a necessity'. Army Times; Sept. 17, 1990; 51(7): p. 25.

OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--NIGHT FLYING


OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--NONLETHAL WEAPONS


OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--OFFENSIVE (MILITARY STRATEGY)


OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--ONE HUNDRED FIFTY-FIFTH ARMORED BRIGADE

Guardsmen are first combat units called to Shield. Army Times; Nov. 19, 1990; 51(16): p. 16.

OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--ONE HUNDRED FIRST AIRBORNE DIVISION


OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--PAY, ALLOWANCES, ETC.


OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--PERSONNEL

OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--PERSONNEL FILES--PHOTOGRAPHS


OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--PERSONNEL RECORDS


OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--POLICE--MOBILIZATION

Call-up will strain many police forces. Army Times; Sept. 3, 1990; 51(4): p. 23.

OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--POLICY


OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--POSTAL SERVICE


OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--PREPARATION FOR OVERSEAS MOVEMENT (POM)

OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--PROMOTIONS


OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--PROMOTIONS--ENLISTED PERSONNEL


OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--PROMOTIONS--NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICERS


OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--PROMOTIONS--RESERVE COMPONENTS


OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--PUBLIC OPINION


OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--RECREATION

OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--RED CROSS


OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--RELIGIOUS OBSERVANCES


OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--RESERVE COMPONENTS

In small towns, Guard is family. Army Times; Nov. 26, 1990; 51(17): p. 20.

OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--RESERVE COMPONENTS--DENTAL CARE


OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--RESERVE COMPONENTS--EVALUATION REPORTS


OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--RESERVE COMPONENTS--EVICION


OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--RESERVE COMPONENTS--HEALTH BENEFITS

OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--RESERVE COMPONENTS--MEDICAL PERSONNEL--DEPLOYMENT


OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--RESERVE COMPONENTS--MILITARY DEPENDENTS


OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--RESERVE COMPONENTS--MOBILIZATION

So far, so good for call-up. Army Times; Sept. 17, 1990; 51(7): p. 10.

OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--RESERVE COMPONENTS--PAY, ALLOWANCES, ETC.


OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--RESERVE COMPONENTS--TRAINING


OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--REST AND RECUPERATION (R&R)

Floating R&R may be answer to strict culture. Army Times; Dec. 17, 1990; 51(20): p. 16.

OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--RETIEMENT

OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--ROTATION POLICY

How long can troops hang on in the desert? A rotation plan now may be impossible, some officials say. Army Times; Dec. 17, 1990; 51(20): p. 16.

OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--SAVING PLANS


OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--SEALIFT


This time, the ride is waiting. Army Times; Nov. 19, 1990; 51(16): p. 13.

OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--SECOND ARMORED CAVALRY REGIMENT


OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--SECOND ARMORED DIVISION (FORWARD)


OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--SICKNESS AND DISEASE


OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--SOLDIERS' AND SAILORS' CIVIL RELIEF ACT, 1940

OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991—SPOUSES, MILITARY

For spouses, the long wait for news begins. Army Times; Aug. 20, 1990; 51(2): p. 22.

OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991—STRATEGY


OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991—SUPPLIES AND STORES


OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991—TELEPHONE CALLS


OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991—THIRD ARMORED DIVISION

'We're going to Saudi'. Army Times; Nov. 26, 1990; 51(17): p. 12.

OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991—TOURS OF DUTY

Desert duty: Six to 12 months. Army Times; Nov. 12, 1990; 51(15): p. 3.


OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991—TRANSPORTATION


This time, the ride is waiting. Army Times; Nov. 19, 1990; 51(16): p. 13.
OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--TRANSPORTATION--EUROPE

OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--TRANSPORTATION--NAVY

OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--TWENTY-FOURTH INFANTRY DIVISION (MECH)

OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--TWO HUNDRED TWENTY-NINTH AVIATION REGIMENT

OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--VARIABLE HOUSING ALLOWANCE (VHA)

OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--VOTING, ABSENTEE

OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--WEAPONS--RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--WEAPONS--TESTING
**OPERATION JUST CAUSE, 1989**  SEE  PANAMA--AMERICAN INVASION, 1989-1990

**OPERATION JUST CAUSE--PANAMA DECEMBER 1989: A SOLDIERS EYEWITNESS ACCOUNT (BOOK EXCERPTS)**


**OPERATIONAL TEST AND REVALUATION COMMAND**


**OPERATIONS (FIELD MANUAL 100-5)**


**OPMS II**  SEE  OFFICER PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (OPMS II)

**OPTICAL AIRCRAFT MEASUREMENTS PROGRAM (COBRA EYE)**


**OPTICAL AIRCRAFT MEASUREMENTS PROGRAM (COBRA EYE)--APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES**


**OSPREY**  SEE  V-22 (TILT ROTOR AIRCRAFT)

**OVERSEAS HOUSING ALLOWANCE (OHA)--GERMANY**


**OVERSEAS TOURS--EXTENSIONS**

OVERSEAS TOURS--HOUSING BENEFITS

OVERSEAS TOURS--MILITARY DEPENDENTS

OVERSEAS TOURS--MILITARY DEPENDENTS--MEDICAL CARE

OVERSEAS TOURS--PANAMA

OZONE

PA SEE PHYSICIAN ASSISTANTS (PA)

PALLETTIZED LOAD SYSTEM (PLS)

PANAMA--AMERICAN INVASION, 1989-1990


PANAMA--AMERICAN INVASION, 1989-1990--CASUALTIES

Panama friendly-fire casualty estimate rises. Army Times; July 2, 1990; 50(47); p. 6.

PANAMA--AMERICAN INVASION, 1989-1990--COMMAND, CONTROL AND COMMUNICATIONS (C3) SYSTEM


PANAMA--AMERICAN INVASION, 1989-1990--COSTS


PANAMA--AMERICAN INVASION, 1989-1990--HELICOPTERS


PANAMA--AMERICAN INVASION, 1989-1990--NURSES AND NURSING


PANAMA--AMERICAN INVASION, 1989-1990--REPORTERS AND REPORTING


PANAMA--AMERICAN INVASION, 1989-1990--RESERVE COMPONENTS


PANAMA--AMERICAN INVASION, 1989-1990--TROOP WITHDRAWAL


PANAMA--AMERICAN INVASION, 1989-1990--VIDEO TAPES


PANAMA--AMERICAN INVASION, 1989-1990--WAR CRIMES


PANAMA--ECONOMIC CONDITIONS

PANAMA--FOREIGN RELATIONS--U. S.


PANAMA--FORT KORBE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL


PANAMA--POLICE MUTINY, 1990


PATHFINDERS--RECRUITING, ENLISTMENT, ETC.


PAY, ALLOWANCES, ETC.


Delay in 3.5 percent raise possible. Army Times; Sept. 24, 1990; 51(8): p. 3.


It isn't as easy as adding 4.1 percent. Army Times; Nov. 5, 1990; 51(14): p. 4.


Panel ups pay raise. Army Times; Aug. 6, 1990; 50(52): p. 3.

Pay glitch can’t be corrected, GAO says. Army Times; May 14, 1990; 50(40): p. 3.


Pentagon wish list still up in the air. Army Times; Dec. 3, 1990; 51(18): p. 3.


PAY, ALLOWANCES, ETC.--ALLOTMENTS


PAY, ALLOWANCES, ETC.--CIVIL SERVICE


PAY, ALLOWANCES, ETC.--INCENTIVE PAY

PAY, ALLOWANCES, ETC.--NON-COMMISSIONED-OFFICERS

Advances may be stalled by troop cuts. Army Times; May 7, 1990; 50(39): p. 9.

PAY, ALLOWANCES, ETC.--RECRUITERS


PAY, ALLOWANCES, ETC.--RESERVE COMPONENTS


PAY, ALLOWANCES, ETC.--SURVEYS


PENTAGON--MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR


PENTAGON--MEDICAL SCHOOL


PENTAGON--MILITARY PERSONNEL ACCOUNTS


PERSCOM SEE TOTAL ARMY PERSONNEL COMMAND (PERSCOM)
PERSIAN GULF BLOCKADE, 1990


PERSIAN GULF REGIOW--PUBLIC OPINION


PERSONNEL COMMAND


PERSONNEL FILES--RESERVE COMPONENTS


PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT


PERSONNEL RECORDS--DRUG ABUSE


PERSONNEL RECORDS--OFFICERS


PHYSICAL TRAINING


PHYSICIAN ASSISTANTS (PA)

1,000 physician assistants to be commissioned. Army Times; July 2, 1990; 50(47): p. 8.

PHYSICIAN ASSISTANTS (PA)--PAY, ALLOWANCES, ETC.

Half or more doctors say they'll split when they get the chance. Army Times; Apr. 9, 1990; 50(35): p. 16.
PAs may be waiting another year for commissions. Army Times; Dec. 24, 1990; 51(21): p. 18.

PHYSICIANS--ANESTHESIOLOGISTS


PHYSICIANS--PAY, ALLOWANCES, ETC.


PIT VIPER (CANNON)


PLOC SEE PRIMARY LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT COURSE (PLOC)

PLS SEE PALLETIZED LOAD SYSTEM (PLS)

POLITICS AND THE MILITARY


POST EXCHANGES--CONSOLIDATION


POSTAL SERVICE

Military mail to be streamlined. Army Times; Nov. 19, 1990; 51(16): p. 20.

POSTAL SERVICE--SAUDI ARABIA


Postal Service--Twenty-Fourth Infantry Division (Mech)--Fires and Fire Prevention


Powell, Colin Luther, 1937-

Powell's message: 'Don't break...the good things we have done'. Army Times; Feb. 12, 1990; 50(27): p. 12.

Powell: 'We'll do as much as we think is right'. Army Times; Sept. 24, 1990; 51(8): p. 11.

Preparatory Schools--Service Academies


Primary Care for Uniformed Services see Primus

Primary Leadership Development Course (PLDC)

Deployed troops may get points in place of PLDC. Army Times; Dec. 24, 1990; 51(21): p. 3.


Primary Leadership Development Course (PLDC)--Waiver


Primus


Prisoners and Prisons

PRISONERS AND PRISONS--MILITARY BASES


PROCUREMENT


PROCUREMENT--LAW AND LEGISLATION


PROJECT 100,000


PROJECT VANGUARD


PROJECT VANGUARD--APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES

Vanguard task force may trim six major commands. Army Times; Nov. 5, 1990; 51(15): p. 3.

PROMOTION BOARD


PROMOTION BOARD--NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICERS--RESERVE COMPONENTS


PROMOTION BOARD--OFFICERS


PROMOTION BOARD--OFFICERS--RESERVE COMPONENTS

PROMOTIONS


PROMOTIONS—CHAPLAINS

Chaplain 1st Lts. to be considered. Army Times; July 30, 1990; 50(51): p. 3.


PROMOTIONS—DENTAL CORPS


PROMOTIONS—ENLISTED PERSONNEL


PROMOTIONS—MEDICAL PERSONNEL

1,000 physician assistants to be commissioned. Army Times; July 2, 1990; 50(47): p. 8.

PROMOTIONS—MEDICAL PERSONNEL—RESERVE COMPONENTS


PROMOTIONS—NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICERS


800 selected for sergeant major. Army Times; May 21, 1990; 50(41): p. 4.

Army may centralize SSgt. promotions. Army Times; May 7, 1990; 50(39): p. 3.

Board screens 60,000 NCOs. Army Times; Nov. 26, 1990; 51(17): p. 3.

Combined board to review 15,000 top NCOs. Army Times; Nov. 12, 1990; 51(15): p. 6.


PROMOTIONS--NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICERS--RESERVE COMPONENTS

AGR NCOs picked for promotion to senior ranks. Army Times; June 18, 1990; 50(45): p. 4.

PROMOTIONS--OFFICERS

13 percent fewer to advance in December. Army Times; Nov. 19, 1990; 51(16): p. 3.


PROMOTIONS--OFFICERS--DENTAL CORPS


PROMOTIONS--OFFICERS--JUDGE ADVOCATE GENERAL'S CORPS (JAG)

PROMOTIONS--OFFICERS--MEDICAL PERSONNEL


PROMOTIONS--OFFICERS--RESERVE COMPONENTS


PROMOTIONS--WARRANT OFFICERS


PSYCHIATRIC ETHICS


PURPLE HEART


OMP SEE QUALITATIVE MANAGEMENT PROGRAM (OMP)

QUALITATIVE MANAGEMENT PROGRAM (OMP)

MSgt. panel OKs 2,571, lays OMP groundwork. Army Times; Oct. 29, 1990; 51(13): p. 3.

QUALITATIVE MANAGEMENT PROGRAM (OMP)--NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICERS

NSgt. board meets. Army Times; Aug. 6, 1990; 50(52): p.3.


QUALITY OF LIFE


RACE DISCRIMINATION--SURVEYS

Survey to gauge racist and sexist attitudes. Army Times; May 14, 1990; 50(40): p. 16.

RADAR


RADAR DETECTORS


RANGER (NEWSPAPER)--FORT LEWIS, WA

The newspaper that wouldn't go away. Army Times; May 21, 1990; 50(41): p. 8.

RANGER COMPETITION  SEE  DAVID E. GRANGE, JR., BEST RANGER COMPETITION

RANGER TABS


RANGERS--RECRUITING, ENLISTMENT, ETC.


RAPE

RAPE--MILITARY ACADEMY, WEST POINT, NY

REACTIVE ARMOR

READY RESERVE FLEET

RECONNAISSANCE

RECREATION CENTER SEE ARMED FORCES RECREATION CENTER

RECRUITERS

RECRUITERS--STRESS

RECRUITING, ENLISTMENT, ETC.
...But recruits to be more qualified. Army Times; Feb. 19, 1990; 50(28): p. 3.


...So, where do I sign? Army Times; July 30, 1990; 50(51): p. 16.

Teens: The Army is the pits... Army Times; July 30, 1990; 50(51): p. 16.

RECRUITING, ENLISTMENT, ETC.—NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICERS


RECYCLING (WASTE, ETC.)


REFORGER '90 (MANEUVERS)


REGULAR ARMY APPOINTMENT PROGRAM


RENO, WILLIAM M., 1936.

REPORTS


RESERVE COMPONENTS


'This is what they train to do year-round'. Army Times; Sept. 3, 1990; 51(4): p. 52.

RESERVE COMPONENTS--ACTIVE DUTY


RESERVE COMPONENTS--APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES


RESERVE COMPONENTS--CIVIL SERVICE


RESERVE COMPONENTS--EIGHTH TRAINING DIVISION--REORGANIZATION


RESERVE COMPONENTS--LINGUIST UNIT


RESERVE COMPONENTS--MEDICAL OFFICERS--TRAINING

RESERVE COMPONENTS--MEDICAL PERSONNEL--EXTENDED ACTIVE DUTY

Reserve career extensions. Army Times; May 7, 1990; 50(39): p. 3.

RESERVE COMPONENTS--MILITARY DEPENDENTS


RESERVE COMPONENTS--MISSION


RESERVE COMPONENTS--MOBILIZATION


RESERVE COMPONENTS--OFFICERS--TOURS


RESERVE COMPONENTS--ORGANIZATION

Army looks at ways to augment Reserve units. Army Times; Jan. 8, 1990; 50(22): p. 3.

RESERVE COMPONENTS--RETENTION

Training can't count in retaining reserve officers. Army Times; Nov. 19, 1990; 51(16): p. 3.

RESERVE COMPONENTS--RETIREMENT--BENEFITS


RESERVE COMPONENTS--SANCTUARY PROVISION

Training can't count in retaining reserve officers. Army Times; Nov. 19, 1990; 51(16): p. 3.

RESERVE MEDICAL OFFICER EUROPEAN TRAINING PROGRAM

RESERVE OFFICER TRAINING CORPS (ROTC)


RESERVE OFFICER TRAINING CORPS (ROTC)--APPOINTMENTS AND ASSIGNMENTS


RESERVE OFFICER TRAINING CORPS (ROTC)--INSTRUCTORS--NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICERS


RESERVE OFFICER TRAINING CORPS (ROTC)--UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES


RETENTION


RETIRED MILITARY PERSONNEL


RETIRED MILITARY PERSONNEL--COST OF LIVING ADJUSTMENT (COLA)


**RETIRED MILITARY PERSONNEL--DEPENDENTS--BENEFITS**


**RETIRED MILITARY PERSONNEL--EMPLOYMENT**


**RETIRED MILITARY PERSONNEL--FINANCE, PERSONAL**


**RETIRED MILITARY PERSONNEL--INCOME TAX**


**RETIRED MILITARY PERSONNEL--INCOME TAX--ALABAMA**


**RETIRED MILITARY PERSONNEL--MEDICAL CARE**


Military hospitals may rebuff very sick retirees. Army Times; June 4, 1990; 50(43): p. 3.


**RETIRED MILITARY PERSONNEL--MILITARY IDENTIFICATION CARDS**


**RETIRED MILITARY PERSONNEL--MOBILIZATION**


RETIRED MILITARY PERSONNEL--OFFICERS--DUAL COMPENSATION


RETIRED MILITARY PERSONNEL--PAY, ALLOWANCES, ETC.


RETIRED MILITARY PERSONNEL--PAY, ALLOWANCES, ETC.--RESERVE COMPONENTS


RETIREE RECALL PROGRAM


RETIREMENT


RETIREMENT INCOME


RIFFLES--RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT


RISCASSI, ROBERT W., 1936.


ROBOTS

Army, Marines pact boosts robot effort. Army Times; May 21, 1990; 50(41): p. 27.

ROSTERS


ROTC

SEE RESERVE OFFICER TRAINING CORPS (ROTC)

RUTHERFORD, JERRY R., 1941.


SATELLITES, ARTIFICIAL--INTELLIGENCE


SAUDI ARABIA--SOCIAL LIFE AND CUSTOMS


SAUDI ARABIC HEADSTART

SAVINGS ACCOUNTS


SBP  SEE  SURVIVOR BENEFIT PLAN (SBP)

SCHNEIDER, DAVID, 1955-


SCHOOL OF THE AMERICAS, FORT BENNING, GA--RECRUITING, ENLISTMENT, ETC.


SCHWARZKOPF, H.  NORMAN, 1934-


SCORPIONS--SAUDI ARABIA


SCOTT FAMILY

Hefty settlement doesn't heal shattered family. Army Times; July 30, 50; 51(p. 18).

SCOUTS AND SCOUTING


SOAP  SEE  SPECIAL DUTY ASSIGNMENT PAY (SOAP)

SDI  SEE  STRATEGIC DEFENSE INITIATIVE (SDI)
SEALIFT


SECOND ARMORED DIVISION (FORWARD), FORT HOOD, TX


SECOND ARMORED DIVISION (FORWARD), FORT HOOD, TX--DEACTIVATION


SECURITY ASSISTANCE PROGRAM


SELECTED RESERVE AUGMENTEE PROGRAM

Army looks at ways to augment Reserve units. Army Times; Jan. 8, 1990; 50(22): p. 3.

SELECTIVE EARLY RETIREMENT BOARD (SERB)


SELECTIVE EARLY RETIREMENT BOARD (SERB)--OFFICERS


SELECTIVE REENLISTMENT BONUS (SRB)


SELF DEVELOPMENT TEST (SDT)

SDT's to be phased out: NCOs will take written Self-Development Tests. Army Times; July 16, 1990; 50(49): p. 3.

SELF DEVELOPMENT TEST (SDT)--NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICERS


SENATE--ARMED SERVICES COMMITTEE

And then there was Nunn. Army Times; July 30, 1990; 50(51): p. 22.

SENIOR SERVICE COLLEGES--APPOINTMENTS AND ASSIGNMENTS


SENSORS


SERB SEE SELECTIVE EARLY RETIREMENT BOARD (SERB)

SERGEANT MAJOR ACADEMY, FORT BLISS, TX--APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES


SERVICE ACADEMIES--CIVILIAN INSTRUCTORS


SERVICE ACADEMIES--CLASS SIZE

SERVICE ACADEMIES--COMMISSIONS

SERVICE ACADEMIES--OFFICERS--COSTS

SERVICE EXCHANGE SYSTEM

SERVICE OBLIGATION--RESERVE COMPONENTS

SERVICE OBLIGATION--SERVICE ACADEMIES
Point grads in the reserves? Army Times; Aug. 6, 1990; 50(52): p. 3.

SERVICEMEN'S GROUP LIFE INSURANCE (SGLI)

SERVICEMEN'S READJUSTMENT ACT, 1944--HISTORY

SEVERANCE PAY


Sharks circle separation pay plan. Army Times; June 18, 1990; 50(45): p. 3.

Vote nears to ease pain of separations. Army Times; May 21, 1990; 50(41): p. 3.

SEVERANCE PAY--ENLISTED PERSONNEL

Army: We must have full severance pay. Army Times; Apr. 23, 1990; 50(37): p. 3.


SEVERANCE PAY--OFFICERS


SEX DISCRIMINATION--SURVEYS

Survey to gauge racist and sexist attitudes. Army Times; May 14, 1990; 50(40): p. 16.

SEXUAL HARASSMENT


SEXUAL MISCONDUCT


SGLI SEE SERVICEMEN'S GROUP LIFE INSURANCE (SGLI)

SHERIDAN LIGHT TANK SEE M551 (TANK)

SIKORSKY R-4 (HELICOPTER)


SIMNET SEE SIMULATION NETWORK (SIMNET)

SIMULATION AND SIMULATORS


SIMULATION AND SIMULATORS--ARTILLERY

SIMULATION AND SIMULATORS--TRAINING

Internal debate likely to delay training systems. Army Times; June 18, 1990; 50(45): p. 29.

'It doesn't have the big boom'. Army Times; Mar. 5, 1990; 50(30): p. 22.

SIMULATION NETWORK (SIMNET)


SINCGARS SEE SINGLE CHANNEL GROUND AND AIRBORNE RADIO SYSTEM (SINCGARS)

SINGLE CHANNEL GROUND AND AIRBORNE RADIO SYSTEM (SINCGARS)


SINGLE-TRACK CAREER--OFFICERS


SKILL DEVELOPMENT TEST (SOT) SEE ALSO SKILL QUALIFICATION TEST (SOT)


SKILL QUALIFICATION TEST (SOT)

SKILL QUALIFICATION TEST (SOT) SEE ALSO SKILL DEVELOPMENT TEST (SDT)

SQTs to be phased out: NCOs will take written Self-Development Tests. Army Times; July 16, 1990; 50(49): p. 3.

SMOKING


SNAKES--GUAM


SNAKES--SAUDI ARABIA


SOCIAL SECURITY


SOCIAL SECURITY--TAX REFUNDS


SOCIAL SECURITY--TAX RATE


SOCOM SEE SPECIAL OPERATIONS COMMAND (SOCOM)

SOLDIER'S AWARD

SOLDIERS' AND AIRMEN'S HOME, WASHINGTON, DC


SOLDIERS' AND SAILORS' CIVIL RELIEF ACT, 1940


SOLE SURVIVOR POLICY


SOUTHERN COMMAND--COMMANDERS


SOVIET MILITARY POWER, 1990 (MAGAZINE)


SOVIET UNION--ARMED FORCES


SOVIET UNION--ARMED FORCES--APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES


SOVIET UNION--ARMED FORCES--WEAPONS


SOVIET UNION--ARMS REDUCTION


SOVIET UNION--FOREIGN RELATIONS--U. S.


**SOVIET UNION--MILITARY POLICY**

**SOVIET UNION--POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT**

**SOVIET UNION--SATELLITE PHOTOGRAPHY--MIDDLE EAST**

**SPACE AVAILABLE FLIGHTS**


**SPACE-A SEE SPACE AVAILABLE FLIGHTS**

**SPARE PARTS**


**SPARE PARTS--EQUIPMENT**

**SPARE PARTS--PROCUREMENT**
SPECIAL DUTY ASSIGNMENT PAY (SOAP)


SPECIAL FORCES--ACCIDENTS


SPECIAL FORCES--ADVANCED NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICER COURSE (ANCOC)


SPECIAL FORCES--RECRUITING, ENLISTMENT, ETC.


SPECIAL FORCES--RECRUITING, ENLISTMENT, ETC.--OFFICERS


SPECIAL FORCES--SEVENTH SPECIAL FORCES GROUP--PANAMA


SPECIAL FORCES--THIRD SPECIAL FORCES GROUP (AIRBORNE)--ACTIVATION


SPECIAL FORCES--TRAINING


SPECIAL OPERATIONS COMMAND (SOCOM)


**SPECIAL OPERATIONS COMMAND (SOCOM)--APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES**

Congress shores up SOCOM. Army Times; Dec. 17, 1990; 51(20): p. 27.


**SPOUSE PREFERENCE, MILITARY** SEE **MILITARY SPOUSE PREFERENCE**

**SOT** SEE **SKILL QUALIFICATION TEST (SOT)**

**SRB** SEE **SELECTIVE REENLISTMENT BONUS (SRB)**

**SSI** SEE **SUPPLEMENTAL SECURITY INCOME (SSI)**

**STARS AND STRIPES (NEWSPAPER)**


**START** SEE **STRATEGIC ARMS REDUCTION TREATY (START)**

**STINER, CARL WADE, 1936-**


**STINGER (MISSILE)**


**STINGER (MISSILE)---PROCUREMENT**


**STINGRAY (LASER WEAPON)**


**STONE, MICHAEL P. W. , 1925**


**STOP-LOSS POLICY** SEE RETENTION

**STRATEGIC ARMS REDUCTION TREATY (START)**


**STRATEGIC DEFENSE INITIATIVE (SDI)**


**STRATEGIC FORCE PROJECTION (REPORT)**

STRATEGY


STRESS--MILITARY DEPENDENTS

Facing stress: If your loved one deploys to the Middle East, there are things you can do to cope.

SULLIVAN, GORDON R. 1938-


SUPPLEMENTAL SECURITY INCOME (SSI)


SUPPLY DEPOTS--CONSOLIDATION


SURVEILLANCE RADAR--RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT


SURVEYS


SURVIVOR BENEFIT PLAN (SBP)


SURVIVOR BENEFITS


It's open season on SBP open season. Army Times; Aug. 6, 1990; 50(52): p. 16.


Open season on survivor benefits faces delay. Army Times; June 18, 1990; 50(45): p. 16.


SURVIVOR BENEFITS--RULES AND REGULATIONS


TABLES OF DISTRIBUTION AND ALLOWANCES (TDA)


TADS-PNVS SEE NIGHT VISION DEVICES

TAE KUON DO


TANKS (MILITARY SCIENCE)


TANKS (MILITARY SCIENCE)--ELECTROMAGNETIC GUNS


TANKS (MILITARY SCIENCE)--ELECTROTHERMAL GUNS


**TANKS (MILITARY SCIENCE)--SOVIET UNION**


**TANKS (MILITARY SCIENCE)--U. S.**


**TASK FORCE 110--PERSIAN GULF REGION**


**TASK FORCE 160 SEE ONE HUNDRED SIXTIETH AVIATION BATTALION**

**IDA SEE TABLES OF DISTRIBUTION AND ALLOWANCES (IDA)**

**TECHNOLOGY BASE MASTER PLAN**


**TECHNOLOGY--RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT**


BTI to focus on services' needs. Army Times; Feb. 26, 1990; 50(29): p. 25.

**TELEPHONE SERVICE--SAUDI ARABIA--VOICE MAIL**


**TELEPHONES**

MSE German testing mostly successful. Army Times; May 28, 1990; 50(42): p. 38.

TERRORISM--IRAQ


TERRORISM--PANAMA


THAAD SEE THEATER HIGH ALTITUDE AREA DEFENSE (THAAD) MISSILE

THAILAND--FOREIGN RELATIONS--JAPAN


THEATER HIGH ALTITUDE AREA DEFENSE (THAAD) MISSILE


THEFT--MILITARY EQUIPMENT


THIRD CORPS, FORT HOOD, TX


THIRD INFANTRY DIVISION--GERMANY--MANEUVERS


THIRD PERSCOM SEE TOTAL ARMY PERSONNEL COMMAND (PERSCOM)

THIRD WORLD SEE DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
THURMAN, MAXWELL R. , 1931-

Thurman said to be feeling well. Army Times; Oct. 1, 1990; 51(9): p. 2.
Thurman won't return, doctors say. Army Times; July 30, 1990; 50(51): p. 3.

TILT ROTOR AIRCRAFT SEE V-22 (TILT ROTOR AIRCRAFT)

TOTAL ARMY PERSONNEL COMMAND (PERSCOM)


TOTAL ARMY PERSONNEL COMMAND (PERSCOM)--SAUDI ARABIA


TOTAL ARMY PERSONNEL COMMAND (PERSCOM)--TELEPHONE SERVICE


TOTAL FORCE POLICY

'This is what they train to do year-round'. Army Times; Sept. 3, 1990; 51(4): p. 52.

TOTAL QUALITY MANAGEMENT (TQM)--DEFENSE DEPARTMENT


TOTAL WARRANT OFFICER SYSTEM (TWOS)

TOW (MISSILE)


Tight budgets may force Army to retain TOW. Army Times; June 4, 1990; 50(43): p. 27.


TOW (MISSILE)--IRAQ

About-face: Western weapons are in Iraqi hands--now they may be aimed at their source. Army Times; Nov. 5, 1990; 51(14): p. 22.

TOM SEE TOTAL QUALITY MANAGEMENT (TQM)

TRADOC SEE TRAINING AND DOCTRINE COMMAND (TRADOC)

TRAINING


TRAINING AND DOCTRINE COMMAND (TRADOC)--COMMANDERS


TRAINING AND DOCTRINE COMMAND (TRADOC)--ORGANIZATION


TRAINING SMART PROGRAM

'It doesn't have the big boom'. Army Times; Mar. 5, 1990; 50(30): p. 22.
TRAINING--ACCIDENTS


TRAINING--ACCIDENTS--FORT BRAGG, NC


TRAINING--ACCIDENTS--FORT LEONARD WOOD, MO


TRAINING--APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES


TRAINING--EUROPE


TRAINING--FORT IRWIN, CA


TRAINING--NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICERS

1,100 to take Sgt. Maj. course. Army Times; Aug. 27, 1990; 51(3): p. 3.


TRAINING--OFFICERS

From where will the officers come? Army Times; Apr. 16, 1990; 50(36): p. 8.


TRANSITION ASSISTANCE PROGRAM


Separation pay after six years included in transition plan. Army Times; Nov. 5, 1990; 51(14): p. 3.


TRANSPORTATION COMMAND--MOBILIZATION


TRAUMA MEDICINE SEE TRAUMATOLOGY

TRAUMATOLOGY


TRAVEL PAY


TRAVEL PAY--ALASKA


TRAVEL PAY--APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES


TRAVEL PAY--FRAUD

TRAVEL PAY--FREQUENT FLYER BONUS


TRAVEL PAY--VIRGIN ISLANDS


TROOP REDUCTION--EUROPE


TROOP WITHDRAWAL--EUROPE

30,000 soldiers will be pulled from Europe. Army Times; Oct. 8, 1990; 51(10): p. 6.


TROOP WITHDRAWAL--EUROPE--SOVIET UNION


TROOP WITHDRAWAL--GERMANY


Units will be withdrawn in two phases next year. Army Times; Oct. 8, 1990; 51(10): p. 6.

TROOP WITHDRAWAL--KOREA (SOUTH)


TROOP WITHDRAWAL--PANAMA


TRUCKS, HEAVY--PROCUREMENT


TRUCKS, LIGHT--ACCIDENTS--FORT SILL, OK


TWO HUNDRED TWENTY-SEVENTH AVIATION REGIMENT--TRAINING


TWOS SEE TOTAL WARRANT OFFICER SYSTEM (TWOS)

U. S.--FOREIGN RELATIONS


U. S.--FOREIGN RELATIONS--SOVIET UNION


UAV SEE DRONE AIRCRAFT

UH-1 (HELICOPTER)

UNH-1 (HELICOPTER)--ACCIDENTS


UNH-60 (HELICOPTER)


UNH-60 (HELICOPTER)--ACCIDENTS


Material failure may have caused crash. Army Times; Aug. 27, 1990; 51(3): p. 2.

UNH-60 (HELICOPTER)--ACCIDENTS--FORT CHAFFEE, AR


UNH-60 (HELICOPTER)--PROCUREMENT


UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION REFORM ACT, 1990


UNIFORM CODE OF MILITARY JUSTICE--ARTICLE FIFTEEN--NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICERS

Multiple Article 15s will cripple NCO career. Army Times; Mar. 5, 1990; 50(30): p. 6.

UNIFORMED SERVICES FORMER SPOUSES PROTECTION ACT, 1981


UNIFORMED SERVICES FORMER SPOUSES PROTECTION ACT, 1982

UNIFORMED SERVICES FORMER SPOUSES PROTECTION ACT, 1983


UNIFORMED SERVICES UNIVERSITY OF THE HEALTH SCIENCES (USUHS)


UNIFORMED SERVICES UNIVERSITY OF THE HEALTH SCIENCES (USUHS)--GRADUATES--SERVICE OBLIGATION


UNIFORMED SERVICES UNIVERSITY OF THE HEALTH SCIENCES (USUHS)--INVESTIGATION

Pentagon takes over to bail out medical school. Army Times; Nov. 19, 1990; 51(16): p. 76.

UNIFORMED SERVICES VOLUNTARY INSURANCE PROGRAM (US VIP)


UNIFORMS


UNIFORMS--BERETS


UNIFORMS--COSTS


UNIFORMS--DESERt CAMOUFLAGE


UNITED NATIONS--SANCTIONS--IRAQ

Sanctions might not do the trick experts say. Army Times; Sept. 24, 1990; 51(8): p. 27.

UNITED STATES ARMY EUROPE (USAREUR)--REORGANIZATION


UNIVERSAL MODERN SEE COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS, MOBILE

UNIVERSITY OF THE HEALTH SCIENCES SEE UNIFORMED SERVICES UNIVERSITY OF THE HEALTH SCIENCES (US

UNMANNED AERIAL VEHICLE (UAV) SEE DRONE AIRCRAFT

US VIP SEE UNIFORMED SERVICES VOLUNTARY INSURANCE PROGRAM (US VIP)

USAR COMMAND SEE ARMY RESERVE COMMAND
V-22 (TILT ROTOR AIRCRAFT)


VAN GUARD SEE PROJECT VANGUARD

VARIABLE HOUSING ALLOWANCE (VHA)


VHA hikes likely to lag behind costs. Army Times; Nov. 19, 1990; 51(16): p. 3.
VARIABLE HOUSING ALLOWANCE (VHA)--ENLISTED PERSONNEL


VARIABLE HOUSING ALLOWANCE (VHA)--NEW YORK


VARIABLE HOUSING ALLOWANCE (VHA)--RATES--TABLES


VEHICLES--TIRES


VETERANS AFFAIRS DEPARTMENT


VETERANS AFFAIRS DEPARTMENT--APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES


VETERANS AFFAIRS DEPARTMENT--BUILDINGS


VETERANS AFFAIRS DEPARTMENT--CHAMPUS--CLAIMS

VETERANS AFFAIRS DEPARTMENT--CLAIMS--PROCESSING


VETERANS AFFAIRS DEPARTMENT--LEGAL FEES


VETERANS AFFAIRS DEPARTMENT--LOANS


VETERANS AFFAIRS DEPARTMENT--LOANS--MOBILE HOMES


VETERANS BENEFITS


Vets bill, including raise for disabled, advances. Army Times; July 30, 1990; 50(51): p. 16.

VETERANS BENEFITS--LAW AND LEGISLATION

Bill would order job counseling. Army Times; May 28, 1990; 50(42): p. 3.

VETERANS COST OF LIVING ADJUSTMENT ACT, 1990

Vets bill, including raise for disabled, advances. Army Times; July 30, 1990; 50(51): p. 16.

VETERANS RECRUITMENT AUTHORITY ACT, 1990


VETERANS, DISABLED--BENEFITS


VETERANS, DISABLED--BENEFITS--COST OF LIVING ADJUSTMENT (COLA)


VETERANS--CLAIMS REVIEW


VETERANS--EMPLOYMENT


VETERANS--EMPLOYMENT--COUNSELING

VETERANS--MEDICAL CARE


VETERANS--MEDICAL CARE--COSTS


VETERANS--MEDICAL CARE--PROSTHETIC DEVICES


VETERANS--UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION


VETERANS--VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE

Bill would order job counseling. Army Times; May 28, 1990; 50(42): p. 3.


VHA SEE VARIABLE HOUSING ALLOWANCE (VHA)

VIETNAMESE CONFLICT, 1961-1975--CASUALTIES--IDENTIFICATION


VIETNAMESE CONFLICT, 1961-1975--PRISONERS OF WAR (POW)

VIETNAMESE CONFLICT, 1961-1975--PRISONERS OF WAR (POW)--PERSONAL NARRATIVES

'We have a real message to deliver'. Army Times; Mar. 19, 1990; 50(32): p. 53.

VIRGINIA BEACH, VA--RIOT, SEPTEMBER 2, 1989


VIRGINIA MILITARY INSTITUTE, LEXINGTON, VA--RULES AND REGULATIONS


VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE

Variety of programs would ease transition to life as a civilian. Army Times; Apr. 9, 1990; 50(35): p. 3.

VOICE MAIL SEE TELEPHONE SERVICE

VOLUNTARY SEPARATIONS

60,000 eligible for early-out program. Army Times; June 11, 1990; 50(44): p. 3.


VOLUNTARY SEPARATIONS--ENLISTED PERSONNEL


VOLUNTARY SEPARATIONS--OFFICERS


VOLUNTARY SEPARATIONS--OFFICERS--RESERVE COMPONENTS


VOTING ASSISTANCE PROGRAM


VOTING, ABSENTEE


WALSON ARMY COMMUNITY HOSPITAL, FORT DIX, NJ


WALTER REED ARMY MEDICAL CENTER ANNEX, SILVER SPRING, MD--ACUTE-CARE SUPPORT FACILITY


WAN SEE WIDE AREA MINES (WAM)

WAR COLLEGE SEE NATIONAL WAR COLLEGE, WASHINGTON, DC

WAR GAMES

WARRANT OFFICERS--PAY, ALLOWANCES, ETC.


WARRANT OFFICERS--RESERVE COMPONENTS--APPOINTMENTS AND ASSIGNMENTS

Regular Army slots go to 87 reserve warrant officers. Army Times; Nov. 12, 1990; 51(15): p. 4.

WARSAW PACT--BRIDGING EQUIPMENT


WARSAW PACT--EQUIPMENT--GERMANY (EAST)


WARSAW PACT--MANPOWER REDUCTION


WARSAW PACT--MILITARY POLICY


WEAPONS SYSTEMS


WEAPONS SYSTEMS--APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES


WEAPONS SYSTEMS--PROCUREMENT

WEAPONS SYSTEMS--PRODUCTION


WEAPONS SYSTEMS--RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT


WEAPONS SYSTEMS--RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT--APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES


Many weapons labs may be reshuffled, closed. Army Times; Apr. 30; 50(38): p. 26.

WEBER, CALVIN, 1942-


WEIGHT STANDARDS (PHYSIOLOGY)


WEINBERGER, CASPAR WILLARD, 1917-


WHISTLE BLOWING (PUBLIC INTEREST)


WIDE AREA MINES (WAM)


WINNING IN THE DESERT II (NEWSLETTER)

WOMEN IN THE ARMED FORCES


WOMEN IN THE ARMED FORCES--CANADA


WOMEN IN THE ARMED FORCES--COMBAT EXCLUSION


WOMEN IN THE ARMED FORCES--DRILL SERGEANTS


WOMEN IN THE ARMED FORCES--PANAMA--AMERICAN INVASION, 1989-1990


WOMEN IN THE ARMED FORCES--PREGNANCY


WOMEN IN THE ARMED FORCES--RECRUITING, ENLISTMENT, ETC.


WOMEN IN THE ARMED FORCES--SENIOR OFFICERS

WOMEN IN THE ARMED FORCES--SPORTS


WOMEN IN THE ARMED FORCES--TRAINING


WOMEN IN THE ARMY--COMBAT EXCLUSION


WOMEN IN THE ARMY--PANAMA--AMERICAN INVASION, 1989


WOMEN IN THE MARINE CORPS--COMBAT EXCLUSION


WORLD WAR, 1939-1945--CASUALTIES--IDENTIFICATION


WORLD WAR, 1939-1945--CONCENTRATION CAMPS


WRESTLING


YEOSOCK, JOHN J. , 1937-